Half a century ago, before the jet age, the Miami area was already the wintertime Mecca for sun-starved northerners. For many, especially those making the pilgrimage for the first time, the subtropical lifestyle was unforgettable. Many thousands decided to retire to Florida eventually. In 1932 a group of AIA architects decided to start a publication directed to these people, keeping them current on the amenities of the area and providing a graphic basis for their dreams. Thus the first edition of Florida Architecture. After the first two editions the publication of regional periodicals was disallowed by the national headquarters of the AIA. However, the initial reader reaction was so favorable that the publication of the book was continued as a private venture.

The original concept: a publication, not for architects, but for those planning to move to Florida, has proved increasingly viable through the years. Now with industry moving into the Sunbelt, many people in mid-career are Florida bound. Our book is burgeoning. Many of our readers have complete files going back through the years. Our subscribers are located all over the world—Europe, South America, the Near East, Taiwan, the Philippines. Several times a week we receive long distance inquiries from across the nation about the publication date of the next edition.

In this issue we feature a project that originated with a subscriber in Germany. From his files of FLORIDA ARCHITECTURE he began to follow the development of the Naples, Florida area. Pleased with what he learned, he started communication with the architect whose work was featured. The consummation of this relationship is typical of the wide-ranging interest focused on our region.

Looking through the earlier editions of our book, it is difficult to imagine how the brilliance of our skies and the vivid beauty of our horticulture could have been so effectively projected in sepia or black print. Each year we have kept abreast of the latest technology in color photography and printing. In format and lavish use of color our publication has become what is known in the trade as a "coffee table" showpiece. This is its mission: to catch the attention of those who dream of a career or a retirement in Florida. We dedicate this 44th edition to our subscribers throughout the world.

The Publisher
“There is a tide in the affairs of men, Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune—”
Julius Caesar, Act 4, Shakespeare

Many find a foreboding of doom in our present situation concerning energy, the economy and our manifold environmental problems.

We do not take this position. We anticipate substantial changes during this decade in architecture, interior design and landscaping. The changing demographics, the increasing preciousness of space, the shortfall of energy, the inflated cost of petroleum derivatives, the dwindling sources of potable water—all these will provide the frame of limitations within which the designer must work. We should remember that throughout history the greatest art man has produced has always been within the disciplines of limitation. Our architects and designers will work through a period of catharsis where the overblown, the ornate, the foolish will be discarded. This will not lead to prosaic results. On the contrary, function will be enclosed in design and an integral beauty will emerge.

We believe the buildings of the future will reflect a refinement of balance—a balance between the energy they can collect and that which can be used by the occupants. There must be a balance between the necessary paving and the equally necessary earth, grass and trees which fulfill a basic need of man. With each cubic foot of enclosed space at a premium, interiors will be even more minutely examined and the function of each area analyzed.

The wise use of land is the responsibility of commissioners who regulate zoning. It is their task to project the future at least a generation ahead. Will their county be covered with square miles of pavement or will generous options be given for underground or ramp parking?

We have little notion what shape the new architecture will take. This will require thousands of hours of creative effort. It is apparent, however, that the tide of opportunity is now at the flood. The challenges of our time will demand adaptivity on the part of all those who shape our lives.
Brickell Ave. entrance of Flagship Center’s principal tenant, Flagship National Bank which occupies first four floors of the new office tower.
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The Nasher Company's functions are research, planning, design, marketing and financing. It brings in teams of consultants and designers.
The architectural firm was chosen to develop a design encompassing the dual function of banks and a quality office facility.
Alternating bands of stainless steel and reflective solar glass impregnated with silver particles produce an overall silver effect.

Flagship Center

Flagship Center, the first high-rise office building built in downtown Miami in five years, offers substantial evidence that the city is rapidly becoming an international financial center. Situated on an eight-acre site between Brickell Avenue and Biscayne Bay north of S.E. 8th Street, it occupies one of the choicest of sites since the early years of Miami. Handsome, prestigious Flagship Center is pervasive with the stability and efficient functioning appropriate to a financial institution. Its “High-Tech” architecture and engineering design, incorporating energy and conservation systems as well as environmental controls for maximum human comfort, makes it a harbinger of the architecture we will see in the 80’s. Flagship Banks Inc. and Flagship National Bank of Miami are the major tenants, occupying the first four floors. Among other firms are three foreign banks: Royal Bank of Canada, Banco de la Nacion Argentina, and Banco Exterior de Espana, as well as seven other financial institutions. The developer-owner is Raymond D. Nasher.
Design of the bank's interiors was produced by the developer and Dallas architects. A local firm ordered and installed all furniture.

Teller lobby in its four-story atrium sees customers conducting business under full-size trees.

Flagship Center

who first achieved national recognition with North Park, a shopping complex located eight miles north of downtown Dallas. As part of a 94-acre site, this complex includes landscaping, fountains, art, repertory theater, and music—all integrated with prestigious stores and small shops. Completed in 1965, it won the American Institute of Architects' "Design of the Decade" award for the 1960's and established a concept which has been a forerunner and catalyst for shopping centers throughout the world. Nasher is a leader in the support of the visual and performing arts and the Nasher family's collection of contemporary painting and sculpture, oceanic, and pre-Columbian works has recently been noted as one of the ten most important private collec-

(continued)
On four floors of wrap around offices, this handsome lobby entrance takes one into their busy International Department.

Flagship Center

Raymond Nasher's cultural background dates back to his childhood in Boston when his family attended operas and concerts and visited art museums. Raymond Nasher attended Boston Latin School, Duke University, where he was Phi Beta Kappa in economics, studied law at Harvard, received a Masters degree in economics at Boston University, and a Doctorate of Humane Letters from Southern Methodist University. In 1951, he moved to Dallas and began his career in the real estate business. The Nasher Company has developed into an umbrella concern with a small staff and immense interests. Its functions are research, planning, programming, design, marketing, and financing. It brings in teams of consultants, designers and architects. In the late 1960's Raymond Nasher's father relocated from Boston to Southern Florida where the Nashers were involved in major community developments. Recognizing the potential of Miami as a burgeoning international center, in 1977 he purchased the Flagship Center site. Construction began in 1978. The architectural firm of Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum was chosen to develop a de-
An unusually spacious employee lounge has the prime location of a second floor balcony at tree top level, overlooking atrium lobby below.
Employing large scale use of open office systems, this area provides customer conference meetings with a Flagship counseling officer.

Flagship Center

Bank, with a wrap-around arrangement allowing for the maximum number of offices to front on the atrium. The ten-story office tower rising above the bank overlooks Biscayne Bay and helps shade the atrium below. During the season when the sun is higher, a fiberglass material is draped over the skylight. Viewed from the inside, the draped skylight gives the appearance of tinted glass. The atrium is the most exciting feature of the structure and provides an exhilarating experience. The skylight is forty-five feet above the floor and its dimensions are generous enough to accommodate a small grove of trees. A second floor lounge for employees opens the mezzanine level to the atrium. Here, as well as from the wrap-around offices in the floors above, which front the atrium, one can look down on the tree tops. The structural elements spanning the glass expanse are cylindrical and their round cross sections are repeated throughout the atrium in the writing tables and the round planters for the trees. Light and medium colored woods and fabrics combine with the lush greenery throughout this great sun-filled space and generate an atmosphere which is
No other National Bank, but several International Banks have offices on the upper floors. This functions well for Banco Exterior de España.

In its consideration for valuable personnel, Flagship National Bank gave special attention to the lounge.

unique in bank design. Elevator lobbies are defined in neutral tones with ash wood panels, gray carpets and beige and gray quarry tile flooring. Additional regional and international accents in the interior are seen in local art, balanced with textiles from India and South America. Nasher is a firm believer in the integration of art into business environment to satisfy a basic human need of the employee as well as the customer. The plaza of Flagship Center provides a
The Nasher Company is proud of its quality tenants occupying space in the ten story office tower. This serves a firm of auditors.

A large land development company selected Flagship Center for its executive offices, with the rest of a large staff housed nearby.
Suites like this, with a magnificent outside view have attracted many tenants to the office tower.

setting for “Les Arêtes du Poisson” (“Fish Bones”), a stabile by Alexander Calder. The late American sculptor whose early works concentrated on mobile sculptures, and from whose later works evolved the “stabile” or moving sculpture, is recognized for having developed the concept of sculpture as an architectural environment. The only signage on Flagship Center is the Flagship logo — two sails carved in a twelve-foot blue metal plaque. This forthright signage is in perfect keeping with the dramatic simplicity of the structure. In addition to the basic orientation of the structure to reflect the sun’s rays, the heat that does warm the building heats an outside area and through a hydronic control cycle, provides energy for cooling towers that generate interior cooling. Energy management is further enhanced by electronic computers on each floor which monitor lighting and temperature and determine energy-saving settings. With the necessity to conserve energy in this decade, and with space in prime Miami locations becoming continuously more precious, we believe Flagship Center is a pace maker in architectural design in this city.
Florida Keys
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Designed along graceful, clean lines, this Florida Keys home blends in with the natural surroundings.
Overlooking the Oriental garden, the master suite features a chinoiserie motif of bamboo fronds, cream lacquer furniture, and accents of natural rattan.

Florida Keys
The dining room, with white minnow and polished chrome upholstered chairs, faces a "Le Pho" oil and a bisque lacquer.
cumulation of “things” is carried forward to the point where a home becomes a minor museum. This would have been an essential betrayal of the real needs of a young and vital family. Initial requirements were for a three-bedroom home with a den-library convertible into a fourth bedroom on occasions. The master suite is apart from other rooms. Design criteria considered by the architect not only included the family’s needs, but also views to be enjoyed from the proprietary Reef Club, and also exposure to the sun and prevailing breeze. The pool-and-patio area is located to give maximum sunshine while capturing southeast breezes. An ample overhang shades large glassed areas, offering a cool place for basking in summertime. The structure of the house itself blocks infrequent northern winds in winter. As a contrast to the more traditional living style for the Corleys up north, one pleasure of brief visits by the younger generation is to enjoy all Most rooms open onto the pool patio, which in turn seems to flow beyond to the adjacent waterway via paths and landscaping. Patio gardens have been created to screen direct views into sleeping areas. Privacy, in fact, is the key in the overall layout of the house. The master bedroom with its beamed ceilings and indirect lighting continues this same design from the living room. The master bath contains “his and her” vanities, dual walk-in closets and built-in drawers. A
viewed through a cornered glass wall. One principal room does not open to the pool — the library-den, which serves as an office and often as a guest room. The view here is a splendid one of a nearby lagoon and Card Sound. High ceilings in the living area were designed to give a flowing, open feeling and promote cross ventilation. Rough sawn beams provide a warm accent tempering the simple but elegant furnishings. The cooperation between architect and interior designers in locating light fixtures, planning wall spaces and excellent finishing details is evident when entering this cheerful area. One immediately pictures good times, particularly when weather permits lighting a fire in the handsome stone fireplace. The stone wall divides the living room from the formal dining area where a basically white decor is accented with sparkling chrome, glass and well chosen art. The beamed ceiling continues across here and into the kitchen area. A difference in design of the kitchen ceiling is interpreted by open cross beams which,

The focal wall features a Finnish wool tapestry that blends into the creamy background.
Using compact and functional arrangements, the multi-purpose library retains both a tailored simplicity and inviting atmosphere.

Florida Keys

in the architect's words, "gives human scale." In this attractive interruption of vertical spaciousness, he says, "the floor space was not large enough to handle the height of the beamed ceiling, so this solution gives interest and place for strategically placed lighting squares." Yet the open squares, which tempt one's eyes upward, still accommodate ventilation. The inviting food-and-service center, with its own dining facility and central work space, becomes a core of daily activities. The decor of the house is predominantly light in coloring with washed wood finishes and off-white carpet and upholstery. Various areas change moods from casual to formal, depending on the use of the moment. There is a clean, uncluttered arrangement of furniture. The Corleys shun "trendy" looks, though the end result is assuredly fashionable. An important adjunct to the overall effect is the landscaping of many garden areas, accomplished by Dale.
The bathroom, with Venetian marble tub, is set in a mirrored alcove overlooking a private garden executed in the Oriental manner.

The foyer features a long parsons table with a crystal collection, and a view of the entrance garden.

Baldwin, landscape architect. From lush tropical greenery, he selected low-maintenance materials, adjusting these according to the amount of light each garden would receive. By coordinating his efforts with the architect, the home becomes part of a natural setting, not a picture framed by formal landscaping. Current use of the home is planned around vacation times of the various colleges attended by the three daughters. Often it is two weeks here and two weeks there. Looking ahead — although that time seems distant for this dynamic couple, it will provide an enviable retirement haven. The conviviality of the team of professionals, Eugene Corley, Christ Fergis, Harder and Natale has been such that builder Corley anticipates upcoming commercial projects together. This will certainly offer to others an opportunity to enjoy the results of their combined talents. Naples is fortunate in looking forward to this creative team.
The formal gardens give a feeling of timeless serenity conducive to meditation or simple relaxation.

Mediterranean style and vast dimensions set this residence apart in suburban Fort Lauderdale.

Casa De Sonseca

George Storrs, Jr., A.I.A., Architect

Le Mieux Construction, Contractor
Yuichi Idaka, Photography

It is small wonder that, given an extensive site, the almost ideal home for gracious living in subtropical Florida is the Spanish hacienda. Its basic elements, the rambling single-story structure enclosed in a walled garden with formal landscaping has represented the ultimate in casual living in Southern Europe and Mexico for centuries. It captures privacy, perhaps the most precious single element in our lives today. It is interesting that the owners of Casa de Sonseca, on a vacation to Mexico, first envisioned building a small Spanish colonial cottage. The need for more room and comfort led inevitably to their present home, which comprises 8,000 square feet of living space surrounded on three sides by 800 feet of wall plus hedges, located on a wooded two-acre site adjoining a golf course in the Fort Lauderdale area. After one year and one-half of planning, the couple submitted their ideas to Architect George Storrs, Jr. of Fort Lauderdale, whose ingenuity and architectural expertise are clearly evidenced in this well-conceived residence. The couple wanted an atmosphere of traditional Spanish, yet functional modern decor; a home with spacious high ceilings. (continued)
Softly undulating lines and earthy, natural tones predominate in this facade.
arched windows and doorways, and tiled floors. The windows would be left undraped, dramatizing the architectural detail while at the same time creating a continuity with the outdoor courtyards. In a shopping trip throughout the world, the owners acquired most of the furnishings and decorative items for the house. The many hand-carved doors, handmade wrought-iron fixtures, and most of the furniture are from Spain, the door-handles from Japan, the tiles from Portugal and Italy, and many other special items from distant places. The facade of the house shows a simple one-story structure of pale pink stucco exteriors and Spanish-barrel tile roof. As the intricately carved double doors open into the foyer, the visitor is charmed by the subtle
Although located in a heavily populated area, the seclusion and lush colors of this pool patio render it a private haven.

yet cheerful pattern of the Italian floor tiles. An antique rock crystal chandelier sets the tone of excellence prevailing throughout. To the right of the foyer is the dining room. Like most of the furniture, the dining room set is of African mahogany, the beautiful wood of warm brown tones. A Florentine painting of floral design adds a soft warmth to the room. Through the glass-and-wrought-iron doors off the foyer is a loggia, where a comfortable leather-and-walnut dining set enhances a pleasant retreat with a view of the formal gardens. Behind the dining room is a gourmet dine-in kitchen fully equipped with modern conveniences. Adjoining it is the service wing, which includes the servants’ suite, a temperature-controlled wine room, a walk-in pantry, a laundry room, and a three-car garage. Furnished in striped Spanish velvet and other fabrics of natural tones, and decorated with paintings and other objets d’art, the living room follows the Spanish theme of the remainder of the house. Off the living area, facing east, is the billiard room, where an (continued)
unusual wall displays an assemblage of bric-a-brac in niches. Leading away from the living room towards the back of the house is the gallery, a long hall lined with a collection of paintings from the Renaissance period. The gallery was built facing north in order to provide a glare-free light. At the end of the gallery, there is a guest bedroom with its bath, and adjoining it are a hobby room and a photo dark room, convertible into another bedroom and bath. The master-bedroom suite, located at the southernmost end of the house, has separate baths. The pool area, located just outside the master suite and enclosed by walls with hedges, is a completely private spot. The pool itself is lined with the same Italian tiles as the foyer. A wall with a waterfall fountain separates the pool from a cabana complete with air conditioning, water heater, and full bath. Off the east end of the gallery, a paneled study leads to a tennis court and walled garden. Many of the rooms open out into the spacious formal gardens, where a terrace leads to a small lake and waterfall. Architect George Storrs, Jr and Le Mieux Construction, Inc. gave painstaking attention to all construction details, attaining high quality craftsmanship throughout. Casa de Sonseca, an equipped and tastefully decorated residence, is an excellent example of the luxury provided when modern conveniences are incorporated into an age-old traditional architectural style.
A comfortable seating arrangement around the fire is accentuated by the brightly patterned cushions and live plants.
What will be the quality of life in Florida twenty years from now? An unending struggle goes forward between environmentalists who look toward the long term and many developers whose goals are often short-term. This publication has for many years been dedicated to presenting a whole picture of living and working in Florida — the architecture, landscaping, interior design. We must now urgently consider the whole of South Florida as a single entity. How does this conglomerate of developments, condominiums, townhouses, offices, shopping malls, surrounding each major city fit together? Are we becoming a stereotype of the northern cities we left? Florida has been unique not only for its climate but for its great natural beauty. We
are fortunate in having a coastline longer than any other state. The sea is there, and always will be—an immensity beyond our comprehension, a magnet to pull the humdrum out of our lives. The Florida wilderness areas, the stands of cypress, pine, palmetto palms, the wetlands of estuaries with their mangroves remain, but they are being invaded. No landscaping effort by man can duplicate the environment of these wilderness areas, nor evoke the sense of wonder one experiences when standing alone in these forests. It is an added dimension to the full life. Unfortunately it is disappearing. A very large untouched tract of land is required to afford all these elements for a complete, enriched life. Pelican Bay, located on the Gulf of Mexico north of Naples is such a project. The tract is over 2100 acres and contains more than three miles of wide beach on the Gulf. It was acquired in 1923 by the Collier family who created the county which bears its name. The entire unbroken parcel was held untouched until a (continued)

Breakfast by the pool at the Showcase Home in Pelican Bay is an exhilarating experience for both the staff and the future homeowners.
The copper fireplace hood and deep-red Bokhara rug radiate warmth in the reception area.

This well-equipped kitchen adjoining the party room makes entertaining a pleasure.
The waiting area of the Showcase Home, featuring a view of the patio, maintains the feeling of a home rather than an office.

Pelican Bay

developer could be found who would preserve its natural beauty. In 1972 Coral Ridge Properties, a subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corporation, teamed with Collier for a long-term effort. Coral Ridge Properties has been committed to prestigious developments in Florida since 1946. A planning team of professionals in the fields of biology, ecology, environmental planning, engineering, and law was gathered to coordinate the Pelican Bay project from its inception. Many fundamental decisions were made at the outset. The community was to reflect the subtle elegance of Naples to the south and reinforce the dedication of that city to environmental preservation. The plan was to provide for all the needs of a community — commercial areas containing high fashion shopping, banks, markets, professional facilities for doctors and lawyers, and suitable environments for schools and churches. The final plan incorporates all of these facilities and offers purchasers a choice of single family homes, patio-cluster homes, garden and midrise apartments, and multi-level condominium residences overlooking the mangrove forest, interior bays, and the Gulf. An 18 hole golf course almost 2 miles long runs north and south through the development and is (continued)
The many ponds and lakes throughout the golf course add interest to the game and beauty to the surroundings and their sustaining ecosystems.

**GOLF COURSE**

Arthur Hills and Associates, Architect

Wadsworth Golf Course Construction Company

Golf Course Construction

J. Roland Lieber & Raymond L. Uecker, Landscape Design

closely related to the natural environment with some holes playing through stands of pines and palmetto or upland oaks. Ponds, small lakes, and marshes abound. The drainage swales meander through the course and are alive with red-winged black birds enjoying the protection of the tall water weeds and cattails. The land plan utilizes the course as a major amenity for the residences adjoining. The plan provides focusing many of the residential units onto the course from across lakes, giving a feeling of privacy for the residents as well as the players. Respect for privacy is apparent throughout the development. Bicycle paths wind through woods and around waterways affording a perfect mode of recreation for the cyclist, and jogger or nature-lover on foot. The cluster-type homes feature walled patios with complete living quarters and swimming pool in compact units. They convey a single family feeling with all the amenities. Decking and brickwork reduce maintenance costs. A single family resi-
This view of the two-mile golf course includes well-trimmed greens, and beyond, some of the many densely wooded areas, where pine trees predominate.

dence serves as a general information center for Pelican Bay and is termed a Showcase Home, designed to establish the character of single family home development within the community. Holland Salley and his associates, who must be given great credit for their part through the years in evolving the Naples style, created the interior design for the Showcase Home and villa models. The entire project will require 20 years for completion. This is an excellent measure of the stature and dedication of the developer.

Each step in the development will be accomplished with the meticulous deliberation this site warrants. The staff of Coral Ridge-Collier Properties has coordinated the planning and execution of this effort since its inception. In their negotiations they have dealt with 36 different environmental and governmental agencies, patiently negotiating practical and conscientious solutions. Several million dollars have been spent on environmental safeguards, water supply and sewage disposal.

(continued)
Entrance to the four-bedroom Tierra Mar Villa through the walled privacy of the pool and patio.
The roofs and warm pastel colors of Tierra Mar Villas At Pelican Bay form interesting patterns in Florida's sub-tropical landscape.

Beamed ceilings add an interesting perspective to the living room of this Tierra Mar Villa.

Pelican Bay

TIERRA MAR
Peabody & Childs, Architects

Gilvesy Construction, General Contractors
Holland T. Sallee and Associates, Interior Design
R.G. Enterprises, Developer
Rubinton & Swanson, Sales-Marketing
Landscape Architects
Kelley's Gardens
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Raw water comes in a twelve-inch main from a well field six and one-half miles to the northeast. The dual water line system provides one line for sprinkling and fire protection as well as one line for potable water. Almost a third of the development, the three-mile beach area along the Gulf, comprises a mangrove forest and the white beach beyond. This remains untouched, but it required substantial effort to protect it from drainage impact from the developed area. A wide earth berm has been constructed along the three-mile length to act as a holding station for drainage from seasonal applications of fertilizer on the golf course and gardens of the developed area. This mangrove forest (continued)
The terrace for breakfast or luncheon outside this two-bedroom apartment is trimmed with a variety of attractive plantings.
A well-equipped, versatile kitchen provides facility for gourmet cooking.

Intimate contact with nature in master bathroom.

and beach area is of course the crown, the unique feature of the development. In twenty years it may be one of the very few left in South Florida. It comprises a wide beach of sugar sand and an associated system of bays, wetlands and marsh. The larger water bodies are connected by tiny estuaries which wind through stands of mangroves. The dune line along the beach supports sea grapes, sea oats, even cabbage palms and Australian pines. The only penetration from the community side is a wide boardwalk four feet above the wetlands. It meanders toward the Gulf curv-

(continued)
A view of the pool-and-deck area is brought inside by the ample windows. Continuity with the outdoors is achieved through the use of color.

The arbor and heavy plant growth combine to furnish a private retreat in the three-bedroom villa.

Pelican Bay

ing around prized trees, bridging the channel which connects the bays. Supported on permanent concrete pilings, built of heavy, treated yellow pine, it accommodates golf carts, pedestrians, and similar quiet modes of transportation. Eighteen hundred feet long, it affords a real journey into the early Florida wilderness. Pelican Bay represents a triumph for both the environmentalist and developer — an unusual achievement. In 1977 it received one of the coveted national Sensible Growth Design and Planning awards presented annually by the National Association of Home Builders and Better Homes and Gardens magazine. As its development proceeds, we should expect additional awards. As the distinguished panel from the Urban Land Institute (ULI) stated, “Pelican Bay may be one of Florida’s most important projects since it is the first major gulf-front development with beach access that is required to preserve the coastal wetlands and their associated ecosystem. What is done here will set a precedent in Florida and in the nation. While this situation creates problems, it offers a unique opportunity to create a community that will always be unchanged and may be even more beautiful and functional than the traditional Florida communities that have been so successful in the past.”
Living room at the three-bedroom villa captures a view of the hot tub and sunning deck.
The developers of the Mirabelle Restaurant have been for many years visitors to Naples, where they plan to reside in the near future. This traveled couple who has dined in most of Europe's gourmet places brought to Naples their love of fine dining. The Mirabelle became an expression of this predilection. Studying the dominant architectural character of Naples which has been represented in Florida Architecture in past years, a design of elegant character formed in their minds. When they had located a prime piece of property on the Bay of Naples, Architect Walter L. Keller was commissioned to fulfill their plan. Many hours were spent in the beginning discussing the ultimate "personality" of the project. It was agreed that the traditional, local style of Naples should be dominant. The concept of the design would incorporate the elegant hospitality of Southern Europe, and at the same time be representative of all of the amenities afforded by a subtropical lifestyle. In addition, the functional re-
With the appearance of a Mediterranean villa, the Mirabelle offers a residential atmosphere.

The requirements of a restaurant should be satisfied. Spaciousness was paramount in the overall character to be achieved. The empathy between the owners and the architect soon led to a plan design and exterior facade that encompassed all the parameters defined in the concept. Boran, Craig, Shreck Construction Company were selected as the General Contractors, based upon the years of experience the firm had acquired in constructing many of the handsome residences and buildings on the Gulf Coast. Working as a team, Mr. Boran and the architect visited the clients at their home in Germany and were introduced to the character and quality of dining service and building design that were to be incorporated into the Mirabelle. It was there that the architect also became acquainted with many of the fine old (continued)
From the elegant recessed central dining area, the patron may enjoy an entrancing view of the mangrove-lined waterway.
The recessed, coved ceiling of the anteroom mirrors the design of the interlocking fountains. Bright plantings accent the subdued tones.
Furnished in casual yet charming style and surrounded by a beautiful natural setting, the outdoor patio provides a perfect place for informal dining.

Mirabelle

paintings and original engraving prints that were to have their place in the new restaurant as part of the interior decor. The building plan consists of some 16,000 square feet of space, including a lounge, three dining areas, three private party rooms, a boutique and ancillary areas. Arriving under the porte-cochere one is greeted by the valet. Proceeding to the anteroom, one's spirits are lifted by the high, coved ceilings softly lit by indirect lighting. The circular fountains surrounded by colorful plantings add an interesting dimension to the room. The floor is of white imported tile. To the right, the patron enjoys a multi-level cocktail lounge with a circular bar that repeats the architectural character of the ante room. Live plants in boxes separate three dining areas, with the central area recessed below the level of the other two. From any of these, the patron enjoys a panoramic vista encompassing the inland waterway and the mangrove sanctuaries to the east. The easterly room opens onto a wide, covered patio for less formal dining and Sunday brunch. The private dining rooms are easily separated with movable walls which can be opened individually to provide smaller dining space, or combined for the large private parties given by Neapolitians. A large wooden deck surrounds the waterway side of the property to give access, if desired, for small craft passengers to secure dock lines and enjoy on-shore hospitality. Docks and the waterway are attractively lighted in the evening, presenting yet another entrancing view. The basically white interior decor, with beige, brown and persimmon accents, was implemented by the owner-wife using concepts she had formed during her travels throughout Europe. The effect is that of a private club atmosphere which offers the patrons a charming environment combined with impeccable service.
Enjoying the Mirabelle’s warmth and hospitality, guests toast the delightful meal and surroundings. Beyond, a wooden deck gives access to the waterway.
With the angular structure of "One Grove Blue" behind it, Alexander Calder's "The Lion" sets the artistic tone of the island.
In the lobby at "One Grove Isle," an artistic and tropical climate is achieved through the distinctive use of materials, works of art, and foliage.

Grove Isle

Stuart Cohen, A.I.A., Architect

Grove Isle Towers One, Two, and Three, and Grove Isle Club
Martin Z. Margulies, Owner-Developer-Contractor
Gee-Martinez and Associates, Associate Architects
Bliss and Nyitray, Structural Engineers
Hufsey-Nicolaides and Associates, Mechanical-Electrical Engineers

Interiors
Towers One, Two, and Three
Don Rutledge, Interior Designer
Grove Isle Club
Claude Malo and Eduardo Craven, Interior Designers
Hotel Rooms
Diane Winovich and Joann Pison, Interior Designers
Yuichi Idaka, Photography

Four years ago a twenty-acre island in Biscayne Bay, 800 feet off shore from Coconut Grove, lay dormant, shackled by controversial real estate and zoning pressures, its only connection to the mainland a temporary power line. From this raw material, developer Martin Margulies has created a totally integrated, self-contained urban community which includes three eighteen-story apartment towers, a private club, a five-story hotel, and (continued)
A seating group with Orienti accents faces Garland Faulkner sculpture of a bonsai

The three towers, though parallel to each other, are set at an angle to the island itself, affording all residents maximum views of the bay.

The three towers, though parallel to each other, are set at an angle to the island itself, affording all residents maximum views of the bay.

Grove Isle

sweeping, landscaped decks. Faithful to his ideal, the developer made of Grove Isle a unique island community set apart from everything else, a private, peaceful world where people like to live. In today's economy of mass-produced items, where repetition is ever present, special pleasure may be derived from the individual nature of the island, its sculptures, its gardens, and its unusual setting. Furthermore, the developer has established for the island community a unique standard of cultural awareness by using the site as a setting for a sculpture collection which has been nationally recognized in the contemporary art world. Alexander Calder's "The Lion" stands watch at the island entrance. The lobby of Tower One is enriched with Isamu Noguchi's bronze "Avatar." The landscaped decks become sculpture gardens with works of Sol Lewitt, Tony Smith, Ken-
Grove Isle

neth Snelson, Tony Rosenthal, and others, precisely placed for optimum viewing. Alexander Liberman's "Argosy" towers against the sky in views from the pool and club patio. Early in the planning, Margulies entered into agreement with his discriminating neighbors in Coconut Grove and established criteria for a balanced development. The three towers provide apartments for 510 owners and cover less than ten percent of the site.

(continued)
The angular design of the pool was conceived in order to provide ample swimming, diving, and conversation areas in an unequaled subtropical setting.
Louise Nevelson's "Night Wall II" is set in Mr. Margulies' sculpture garden.

Located on a lookout point above Biscayne Bay, Tony Rosenthal's "T" sculpture.

The sculpture garden is outstanding for its natural beauty and representative pieces by world-renowned artists. "Throwback," by Tony Smith.
From the terrace of each unit, residents enjoy a panoramic view of the bay and the beauty of either sunrise or sunset.

Grove Isle

The lowest apartments, thirty feet above sea level, interface with the landscaping and near view of the bay. Thanks to the talent and full cooperation of Stuart Cohen, who has been Mr. Margulies' architect for sixteen years, the developer's concepts have been brilliantly interpreted. Completing the team is Don Rutledge, who with his deft balance of space and warm-textured materials has achieved in the main lobbies the feeling of a fine old home in Coral Gables, avoiding completely the impersonal lobby look characteristic of many condominiums. Seating groups off the main lobby are made intimate with tumbling water and heavy foliage. Lobbies in each tower are treated quite differently, yet each generates a warm hospitality which is in keeping with the spirit of the whole community. The presence of the sculptures on the island has created an artistic ambience.

(continued)
such that, even when not directly aware of them, the visitor cannot help but feel their aesthetic impact. There is an aura of man’s creative achievement at its best which sets the island apart from other communities. Tours and lectures are arranged in groups of 20 and 30 for visiting students, artists, and dignitaries. Grove Isle, though not yet completed, is rapidly acquiring a reputation for its cultural overtones. Three museum directors are residents. The site has proved an attractive setting for performances in benefit of organizations such as the Lowe Art Museum, the local PBS TV station, Mercy Hospital, and the University of Miami. In several subtle ways, the isolation of an island brings its reward. The noises of metropolitan Miami do not carry to Grove Isle. The 800 foot-long bridge to the mainland is the only link. Like a castle surrounded by a huge moat, the

Furnished with an oversized bed, and Noguchi lamps, a typical hotel suite at Grove Isle has a spectacular view.
Designed with contemporary elegance, the "Grove Isle Club" features Garland Faulkner's sculptural screen, an Italian marble floor, and sculptured door.
This view of Grove Isle Club’s pool deck features the cluster of roof tops in the background, and Alex Liberman’s sculpture, “Argosy,” as the focal point.

Grove Isle

island offers a high degree of security. A guard house is at the entry road. Each building is a self-contained entity with its own security system, valet parking, pool and whirlpool, gym, sauna, office, and multipurpose room on the first floor. The club facility comprises a dining room seating 275 guests in addition to a cocktail lounge, a banquet room, and a health club. Twelve lighted clay tennis courts are provided, and a mile-long jogging path circumvents the island. Convenience stores, beauty salon, grocery store, and boutiques complete the integration of the island community. In past editions of this publication, we have explored the psychological attractions of living on an island. It satisfies basic emotions of security, self-sufficiency, and exclusiveness. Grove Isle is unique in being so totally integrated in such a compact area. Because of its size, one knows at all times that it is an island, yet all the amenities of the mainland are immediately available. The addition of the sculpture collection provides an opportunity to suddenly become aware of things not noticed before, a growth of consciousness which perhaps has been dormant since childhood. Today, in large metropolitan areas, the distractions of noise, traffic, and a sense of growing insecurity drain the psyche of those subtle energies which can enrich the inner man. It is an unfortunate sacrifice to make for the obvious advantages of living within the city. Residential islands, which have been on some occasions created within a city, offer a degree of privacy, but the sound of sirens and the predatory atmosphere of a city at night are difficult to eliminate. Grove Isle appears to be the ultimate solution. The resident can almost immediately be within the city, or away from it all.
Looking in a southerly direction, guests at the dining room in the Grove Isle Club can enjoy the view as if aboard a ship cutting across Biscayne Bay.

Enriched with strong tones of red, French upholstered chairs, and distinctive table settings, the club caters to members for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
A large courtyard surrounded by formal landscaping greets the visitor entering from Gordon Drive.

Designed along simple classical lines, this Neapolitan residence offers a stunning view from the Gulf on a mid-summer’s night.

Jack and Betty Forsyth had visited Naples many times over the years, and when they decided to move from Rochester, New York — some fifteen years ago — they had a carefully conceived plan in mind. That plan was to purchase Gulf Front property and con-
struct their permanent home in Naples, having determined after extensive travels that the Gulf Coast of Florida was the place. Finding prime undeveloped Gulf Front property in Naples proved difficult, if not impossible, and the Forsyths decided to bide their time and wait for the “right property” to come on the market. After waiting ten years, they finally found the ideal property and location on the Gulf shore, and proceeded to plan their home. Architect Walter L. Keller of Walter L. Keller and Associates, P.A., a long-time resident of Naples, had been commissioned to design many beautiful homes in the area. Admiring these, the Forsyths requested Mr. Keller to design theirs. Jack Forsyth is a prominent attorney in both Rochester and Naples, and Betty Forsyth is extremely active in many of Naples’ charitable organizations. It was therefore of the utmost importance that their new home would have all the facilities necessary (continued)
Reflective elegance accented by plantings, fresh flowers, and decorative touches is the keynote in the formal seating area at the Forsyth residence.

The entrance foyer to the home welcomes the newcomer with a collection of tokens from land and sea.

Classic in Naples

for frequent entertaining. The parameter of design given to the architect was to create an extremely livable home with the major rooms affording a panoramic view of the Gulf of Mexico. The design must have the warm yet classic lines of the villas seen in Southern Italy and
Northern Spain. The architect determined first of all to set the structure on a platform, reminiscent of terracing done in Europe. The platform was built some seven feet above the existing grade and enclosed with masonry walls. The home itself, consisting of a large center foyer, living area, separate dining area, kitchen, and master and guest bedrooms with their baths, was centered on this platform. The plan included a large detached garage with guest accommodations over it. Simplicity of design was the keynote, again reflecting the traditional character and clean lines of the classics. As an integral part of the design team, the Forsyths selected Rosemary Robinson of R&R Robinson Interiors, and Stockton Renfroe, Landscape Architect, to work with Architect Keller so as to insure an integrated and complete design. Mr. and Mrs. Forsyth asked that their interior planning be serene, uncluttered, and understated so that in its (continued)
simplicity it would relate to their lifestyle. The foyer is essentially a garden room, with slick white tile flooring and tall ceilings. The formal area of the great living room is comfortable and at the same time elegant. A more casual grouping is set beyond this, facing the beach. These spaces are integrated by the coloring, which is clear tropic orange with taupe and white. The library, although roomy, is made cozy by the texture of the pecky cypress walls. The dining room is elegant; a dignified background for the intimate dinners Mrs. Forsyth favors.

Pecky cypress wall paneling, thick pile carpeting, and warm-colored upholstery invite relaxation.
With a color scheme similar to the remainder of the house, this informal area offers an excellent place for relaxation with an inviting view.
Circa 1695, a William and Mary oak chest graces the entrance to this waterway home. A signed Miro and fine quality Temple Horse weds yesterday and today.

To live as fully as the owner of this Florida home, you would need, just as he, to make assured decisions in a minimum time frame. If the client is to spend winter weeks in the warmer climes of the United States, summers on the French Riviera, and still touch home base in London with some frequency, time becomes critical and organization a must.
The linen covered cube end table holds a fine Chinese vase which was fashioned into a handsome lamp. Macrame vertical blinds invite the daylight with privacy.

Having sampled California's life style, this well-traveled bachelor decided to experience our Gold Coast. He asked his trusted California designer to recommend a reliable Florida firm from which he could expect exacting performance in his absence. This, first by telephone call from the West Coast, brought him to Richard Plumer Interior Design. When he met with Plumer designer, William L. Vernon, he had purchased an older home on a tributary of the Intracoastal Waterway in Broward County. Vernon appraised the residence, making well-received suggestions for remodeling. He quickly assimilated the tastes and expectations of his client. Preferences were for contemporary design, simplicity, and superior quality. They spoke of their mutual appreciation for fine woods and rare exotic finishes. The client was receptive to the designer's recommendations of the new finishes fashioned from materials such as goat skin, ostrich, suede, and horn marquetry. All metals, such as steel, brass, or gold plate, were to be authentic. Colored bathroom tiles were to (continued)
Custom sofas hold accent pillows covered in Terri Roese, handpainted silk. Matching stainless steel and glass cocktail tables serve two seating areas.

be replaced with white marble. The gentleman required assurance his assignment would result in completeness. This was achieved down to laundered linens for hospitably welcoming the return of the London party. Before his leaving the States, the designer showed the client into preferable showrooms of New York, where several antique items were purchased: for instance, the museum-quality Dutch vase, circa 1900. Another vase of exquisite Chinese design and heritage would be made into a lamp. A true find was the William and Mary oak chest, circa 1695, which with a brass Temple Horse and signed Miro print would grace the entry. Two contemporary tables, although from different sources, are highly sympathetic in design, each presenting a bulky, well-detailed stainless steel base;

(continued)
To divide conversational areas, a glove-leather chaise was designed, dramatic but welcoming place from which to watch television or enjoy selected music.
Greenleaf of Mayfair created a lushly planted, flowering garden to greet the northern visitors during winter months. Remodeling opened walls to the view.

Continental Flavor

one with off-white etched carrara marble and one with crystal-quality glass. These would serve two seating areas in the long and narrow living room. Also, an accent item was tempting: a red-lacquered, parchment-covered Chinese stool. The designer was appreciative of the Britisher's professional attitude toward design, and by now the client was cognizant of the designer's own fine taste, which he felt he could trust. During the two-day shopping tour, most selections were touched upon such as custom carpeting, fabrics, and colors. All else was left to Vernon's discretion. If possible, the house was to be ready in six short weeks for the return with staff and guests. The designer determined the home would not only be complete and workmen out of the way, but enjoyably ready. Two
The most sophisticated can appreciate this opulence of simplicity. Rich silks and woods complement an eggshell, faux-parchment contemporary armoire.

walls were soon demolished to make way for sliding glass openings into the garden and pool deck. This neglected area was quickly assigned to an expert landscape designer. An ultra-fine music system was designed by Vernon and given to sound specialists for installation. Security and communication electronics were added. With the help of his own assistants, the designer maintained an accelerated work-schedule with constant supervision over a multitude of workers and a plethora of details. He knew his new client would not wish to spend vacation time shopping for small essentials. Everyone seemed to enjoy the element of surprise being created for the Britshers, who would spend Christmas Holidays in Florida. A giant poinsettia was, with champagne, the final touch.
Congratulations!

To the people who made Bal Harbour 101 such a success—concept through completion.

From Equibank and Chase Manhattan Bank.
Inspired By Olde World Elegance.

All photography was taken on location at Venetian Villas whose architectural design was the inspiration for Venetian Isle.

Venetian Villas, featured in Florida Architecture’s 42nd Edition is now the inspiration for

Venetian Isle

Isle Developers of Naples, Inc.
4200 Gulf Shore Blvd. North
Naples, Florida 33940
813/261-6100

Built over the water with a touch of the canals of Venice...Venetian Isle is comprised of only 30 three bedroom residences in five innovatively designed buildings that make each a most desireable corner location offering the ultimate in view and privacy.

On site docking facilities in the protected bay...Easy access to Park Shore’s unparalled beach on the Gulf of Mexico are pleasure promising additions to the way of life at Venetian Isle.
"EBB TIDE"
AN OCEAN OF PURE WOOL LUXURY FROM THE MAGIC NEEDLE OF EDWARD FIELDS

NO LIMIT TO CARPET DESIGN AT

EDWARD FIELDS

232 EAST 59TH STREET • NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 • 212-759-2200

Interior Designers: Frank B. Campisi Jr.
Kevin McNamara
Photographer: Rick Gardner
THIS IS THE VIEW FROM THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS:

A LUXURIOUS BEACHFRONT CONDOMINIUM WITH THE SPACIOUSNESS AND PRIVACY OF A SINGLE-FAMILY HOME.

With the Gulf of Mexico to our west and Venetian Bay to our east, amidst white, virgin sands and tropical greenery, we are building the most elegantly-designed high-rise condominium under the Florida sun. Each resident will enjoy a spaciousness previously reserved for the most gracious homes. All rooms have outside views, and each one is easily accessible from the large galleries or foyers. Bedrooms, living and dining rooms, even breakfast areas lead out through floor-to-ceiling sliding glass doors onto comfortable screened balconies, which take in panoramic vistas of gulf, bay and landscape.

Whether measured by total square feet or simply by the sheer aura of openness, these residences are obviously designed for the ultimate in living space in a beachfront high-rise.

In our exceptional lobby, waterfalls cascade over coral boulders into a tranquil pond. Glass elevators seemingly ascend from the water and up the 18-floor garden atrium. On the first floor, you also find complete men's and women's health clubs as well as a hospitality room in the finest Southern tradition.

Immediately adjacent to the building is the recreation deck with swimming pool and cabana area, poolside gazebo and three tennis courts. And there's a 24-hour 'double security' system with gate guard and doorman.

We suggest that you visit our Information Pavilion soon at Park Shore Drive and Gulf Shore Boulevard, North. We're open 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. weekdays and weekends. Or call (813) 263-2300.

TWO AND THREE-BEDROOM CONDOMINIUM RESIDENCES FROM $185,000 TO $410,000

4250 Gulf Shore Boulevard, North • Naples, Florida 33940

A CORLEY COMPANIES DEVELOPMENT

All prices are subject to change without notice.
Grace, beauty and refinement were brought to this elegant setting by a skillful blending of fine contemporary furnishings with traditional, period reproductions and antiques. Experience and assurance are but two qualities to look for when entrusting your home’s design to the interior specialist. Richard Plumer Interior Design has over a half-century of that experience and assurance.
Granite.
Beautiful for heavy traffic areas.

Cold Spring granite is a natural for landscape applications. Its warm colors and natural textures blend beautifully with the environment. And at the same time, granite provides the designer with the flexibility he needs to create areas of unusual and lasting beauty.

At Cold Spring we now have a wide variety of Module Pavers and Durax Blocks available. For more information, plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our products in use, call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (612) 685-3621. Or write to the address below.

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. FAA, 202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320
Enamel-and-copper sculptured tree at the Grove Isle Club in Coconut Grove, Florida.

CUSTOM LIGHTING & SCULPTURE

Garland Originals

123 SAN LORENZO AVE., CORAL GABLES, FLA. 33134 (305) 444-7955
Interiors by Peg E. Gorson, A.S.I.D.

All you ever need to know about carpet...

Duffy And Lee Company

SHOWROOM: 3841 N.E. 2nd AVE. • MIAMI, FLORIDA 33137
DADE (305) 576-7036 / BROWARD (305) 463-1110
In the Miami Decorating and Design Center
DISTINCTIVE ELEGANCE... from Empire Rattan, Inc., manufacturer of fine-quality, handcrafted rattan furniture for more than 40 years. Member, Industry Foundation of A.S.I.D.
BENCHMARK'S TRADITION OF INTEGRITY & CRAFTSMANSHIP IS YOUR MARK OF ASSURANCE.

ALLMILLMO THE FANTASTIC KITCHEN

A DESIGN BY BENCHMARK

Your Benchmark-designed kitchen will be crafted in beauty equal to its design...with everything that the pride of craftsmanship and richness of true wood can impart. As fine a kitchen as you would ever desire, its enjoyment assured. because you possess the finest.

JAN NUNNALLY, CKD
NHFL
AHEAD
RUSS BRAITHWAITE, CKD

MEMBERS:
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF KITCHEN DEALERS
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOMEBUILDERS

FCA'S Leading Kitchen Designers Since 1952
4308 N.E. SECOND AVE., MIAMI, FLORIDA 33137 • TELEPHONE: (305) 573-8326
A cascading pool of fountains enhances the entrance to Bal Harbour 101.


1301 Dade Blvd. • Miami Beach • Florida 33139 (305) 673-5800
The Harmon Gallery in Naples has provided southwest Florida with fine exhibitions of contemporary American art since 1964. Many distinguished names in the history of American art are represented and exhibited from early October to August. With more than 40 artists creating works of art in varying styles from realism to abstract, and in different media including paintings, drawings, sculpture and graphics, The Harmon Gallery continues to offer one of the largest and most comprehensive selections of American art in the southeast United States. Works of art may be seen by appointment from the gallery's stock in the private showing room or during the 17 winter season exhibitions.
BURDINES INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO

Dadeland Miami Westland, 163rd Street Hollywood, Fort Lauderdale, Pompano, Plantation, Boca Raton, West Palm Beach, Orlando, Altamonte Springs, Clearwater, Tampa, Sarasota and Fort Myers.
Port Royal Residence of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. McBride, Naples, Florida

Holland Salley, Inc. has been selected year after year to guide the discriminating Neopolitans in creative and tastefully designed interiors. It is our desire to continue to offer the most comprehensive collection of home furnishings, lamps, accessories, and beautiful objects d'art to be found anywhere, in keeping with the good style which is Naples.

HOLLAND SALLEY, INC.

350 FIFTH AVENUE, SOUTH
NAPLES, FLORIDA 33940

(813) 261-7464

Holland T. Salley, A.S.I.D.*
Robert W. Coxey, A.S.I.D.*
John D. Kempfer, A.S.I.D.*
Andrew J. Krecicki, Sr., A.S.I.D.*
John C. Bellows, Jr., Designer

*Members American Society of Interior Designers
Part of what we offer is what we have saved ... Florida the way it used to be.

Experience here the peace and quiet of sub-tropical Florida a century ago. As its name implies, The Sanctuary is a reserved area ... a place of refuge. Its development will follow the exacting standards of excellence set by Pelican Bay. The spacious suites will reflect the highest sense of craftsmanship and luxury of lifestyle befitting one of the most desirable waterfront locations in the area.

Your condominium home at The Sanctuary will be right on the golf course. It's just a short stroll to the tennis courts and the private boardwalk that leads through the mangroves by Clam Bay, to the Gulf of Mexico and three miles of secluded beach.

Two-bedroom, two-bath, and three-bedroom, two-bath suites will be available, priced under $200,000. Write today for further information.

Elegance in condominiums.

5950 Pelican Bay Boulevard
Naples, Florida 33940
813/597-1105

Lifestyles by Can-American Realty Corporation
Offered by Pelican Bay Properties, Inc.
Presenting America's Premier Yacht and Country Club Community

A yacht slips quietly from a private marina and in minutes is on the open sea. A golfer pauses to take in the spectacular view of the sea from the 18th green. A couple strolls leisurely along a mile of unspoiled beach. The sea-walled marina, the par 72 Jack Nicklaus designed golf course and the oceanfront country club are for the exclusive use of members and their guests. This is the private world of Sailfish Point. Homes on the ocean, the golf course and the marina are priced starting at one-half million dollars and higher. Oceanfront condominiums are available from $350,000. Call or write for an appointment and complete information.

Sailfish Point

Dunes Realty Corporation, Registered Real Estate Broker, Exclusive Sales Agent for Sailfish Point, Inc. 1784 S.E. Sailfish Point Boulevard, Stuart, Florida 33494 (305) 225-6200.

a Mobil company

For complete details, refer to the Information Statement and other related documents. This advertisement is intended only for those living or traveling within the state of Florida, and in no event does this constitute an offering where such advertisement or offering is prohibited by law. Prices are subject to change without notice.
Outdoor Living  PATIO AREA

DIRECT IMPORTERS
Buri — Rattan — Wicker
Our Specialty

Likhang Filipino S & S Hermoso
Hong Kong Series Creacion

Our quality furniture can be used to enhance the beauty of any room in your home or patio area.

Also Featuring
Custom cushions — Custom Painting and Large Warehouse Inventories
And Offering

A complete service for your immediate needs
Restaurants—Clubs—Hotels—Offices—Condominiums—Homes and Contract

WAREHOUSE AND SHOWROOM
2521 N.W. 16th Lane
Pompano Beach, Florida 33064
(305) 973-4542 • 973-4543

Enterprises, Inc.
DIRECT FURNITURE IMPORTERS
Simply the best...

FOR DISCERNING CLIENTS...their homes, their offices, their clubs, their airplanes and their boats.
Bill Clements, A.S.I.D.

Galloway's Clements & Associates
INTERIOR DESIGNERS

GENERAL OFFICES & DESIGNER SHOWROOM, 12000 S. TAMIAI TRAIL, FORT MYERS, FLORIDA 33908, TELEPHONE (813) 472-7373
NAPLES OFFICES & DESIGNER SHOWROOM, 370 12th STREET SOUTH, NAPLES, FLORIDA 33940, TELEPHONE (813) 262-0881
ACME BUILDERS SUPPLY is consistently selected by Architects and Contractors to furnish contract hardware for distinctive projects. Our expertise, service and reliability is recognized and well known throughout the trade.

CONTACT: ALVIN ATLASS OR JAY F. MANN

ACME BUILDERS SUPPLY
12100 N.E. 16th AVENUE
NORTH MIAMI, FLA. 33161
(305) 945-0601
Bauhaus design ties the present with the past. Architecturally acceptable in any setting, the smooth lines and neutral colors fit every changing mood.

Just one of seven complete groups of fine casual furniture in absolutely smashing colors. Write for a catalog and see why people say, "Tropitone, Probably the finest." Tropitone Furniture Company

East: P.O. Box 3197, Sarasota, FL 33578.
West: 5 Marconi, Irvine, CA 92744


Brasilia!

Just one of seven complete groups of fine casual furniture in absolutely smashing colors. Write for a catalog and see why people say, "Tropitone, Probably the finest." Tropitone Furniture Company

East: P.O. Box 3197, Sarasota, FL 33578.
West: 5 Marconi, Irvine, CA 92744
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THE SOLUTION:

Experience Established with the Design/Architectural and Building Trade since 1971. Supplied the building industry with millions of square feet of ceramic tile needs. Acted as expert counselor to many large tile commercial requirements, as well as custom needs of the residential builder.

Dependability Large stock in own local warehouse of American and Imported glazed and unglazed stoneware and porcelain and glazed ceramics and mosaics. Standing behind the products we sell.

Service Inventory and quality control of products sold. Expert Sales Staff with good technical background.

Pricing Competitive prices relative to the high quality and product standards offered with direct purchasing from factories within the continental United States, in Europe and the Far East.

Location: Flagship Bank, Brickell Ave., Miami
Product Description: Vitreous Unglazed Porcelain
Size: 8" X 8" (20 X 20 cm)
Color: Buckwheat, Millstone Grey
Specs: Meets TCA 1371-1976 Water Absorption Less than 2\%/4

Forms & Surfaces, Inc.
The Tile Merchants

130 N.E. 40th Street
Miami, Florida 33137
(305) 576-1880
You provide the architecture. We, at JM, provide the finest in total living environment. Fulfilling both the purpose and the mood you had in mind, with quality furnishings that can be custom tailored to your specific needs. And, as always, professional consultations are available at no extra charge. Pictured here from our extensive collection of superior furnishings: floating base sofas from Flair, mirrored wall system from Ello, and our richly lacquered dining table and chairs from Astoria. Interior Design, all stores except lauderhill, pompano, merritt island.

You are your partner in putting just the right pieces together.
"Bath in Boudoir" - A romantic setting in Cultured Marble created for Bay Colony, Fort Lauderdale, Florida: facing water, sky, yachts, foliage and the Intracoastal Waterway.


Designer: Milton Krieger

Bring your design moods. We’ll enhance—suggest—make them live with our imagination, special expertise, quality materials and immaculate installation.

We’ll turn a HOUSE ... into a HOME ... into a SHOWPLACE.
portfolio of Bath & Kitchen Designers is a compendium of nearly a decade of prior achievement in the design, planning and production of America’s most
believable interiors.

ong an award winning firm, composed of a team of professionals. We are licensed
craft contractors, capable of making your dreams into realities.

finished projects are achieved with the taste, style and respect for quality that
have been the hallmarks of Bath & Kitchen Designers since inception.

ce, visit with us at our recently completed two story, glass sheathed “Gallery of

s”. It is our sparkling new showroom in a serene parklike setting, considered to
among the finest in the country.

y to reach, a moment from I-95, with an acre of parking. In the heart of the Gold

Bath & Kitchen Designers

4711 N. Dixie Highway, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33334
Off Commercial Blvd. 2 Blocks South of our former location
305-772-2221

DEALERS allmilmo
the fantastic kitchen
Isamu Noguchi, "Tent of Holofernes," 1979, Bronze

GROVE ISLE GROVE ISLE CLUB

Four Grove Isle Drive, Coconut Grove, Florida 33133 (305) 858-8300
If you recognize quality, you will identify Key Largo instantly. It is designed in every way to be the finest ceiling fan you can buy today.

You will see that quality in the warm, rich gleam of fine brass. The clean, deep sculptured details. The soft glow of hand-rubbed, genuine hardwood blades. And you will appreciate the design combinations that blend tastefully with any of your furnishings.

In operation, you will find Key Largo equally perfect. Its reversible, two-speed motor is whisper-quiet in either direction, at any speed. A flick of the switch rotates scientifically pitched and balanced blades forward for summer, reverse for winter. You also select the low speed setting that is most comfortable for you.

Key Largo is designed and manufactured in the U.S. to the highest standards of American craftsmanship and technology. And each fan is backed with an extraordinary 10-year warranty.

If you are investing in a quality ceiling fan, you won’t settle for anything less than Key Largo. And you can’t buy anything more.

Sold in these fine stores. Call (305) 821-3717 for the name of your nearest authorized Key Largo dealer.

Farrey's
1850 N.E. 146 Street
Miami, Fl.
305-947-5451

Capitol Lighting
6800 So. Dixie Hwy.
West Palm Beach, Fl.
305-585-0058

Capitol Lighting
3320 N. Federal Hwy.
Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
305-368-6311

Lighting Showcase
10100 San Jose Blvd.
Jacksonville, Fl. 32217
904-268-3242
Driveway pavers give this residence an elegant finish touch.

Tile imported by:

COLTRADE, INC.

2711 GREENWOOD ROAD, MIAMI, FLORIDA 33133 / PHONE: 858-7010

TILE IMPORTED FOR BARCO RESIDENCE. CHRIST A. FERGIS, A.I.A.
TEN ALNO KITCHENS ON DISPLAY IN OUR SHOW ROOM

KITCHENS of Europe
401 Building
401 Miracle Mile
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
(305) 444-6745

Built-in kitchens
European styling and craftsmanship.
Designed for a lasting impression, ALNO kitchens are Europe's most popular. Careful planning and work saving details make an ALNO kitchen the most pleasant room in a home. And all ALNO kitchens are backed with a five year guarantee.

ALNO

EXCLUSIVE
IMPORTERS.
DISTRIBUTORS, SALES
27 ITALIAN BATHS ON DISPLAY
ALL IMPORTED, VANITY CABINETS, CRYSTAL MIRRORS, ACCESSORIES, FAUCETS, AND EXCLUSIVE DESIGNER TILE

VOGUE ITALIA, Inc.

KITCHENS OF EUROPE • VOGUE ITALIA
401 BUILDING, 401 MIRACLE MILE, CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33134 / (305) 444-6745 / 444-5441
ROBERT B. HUYVAERT
Kenneth Harder and Charles Natale have combined their talents in the interior design of the Corley residence, featured in this edition.

Designers and coordinators for the Monaco Beach Club in Naples, Florida.

DECORATIVE MANNER

Kenneth Harder, A.S.I.D.
1664 First Street
(312) 433-1262

Charles Natale, A.S.I.D.
Highland Park, Illinois 60035
(312) 432-1422

We are opening an office in Naples, Florida. Any inquiries prior to this opening should be directed to our Illinois office.
the Quality goes in... before the Name goes on!

Tamiami Tile Supply Corp.
7500 Northwest 41 Street/Miami, Florida 33166
Dade: 592-2600/Broward: 764-5011/Florida: 800-432-2841
International: Telex 441-441 Tamiami
Corridor to the club at Bal Harbour 101 shows appealing geometrical patterns and textured walls highlighted by the electrical artistry of Levitz Electric, Inc.

This picture shows the coordination and ability of Levitz Electric, Inc. as it is reflected in the mirrored light luminous ceiling and the electrical work, also in the indirect lighting. This is an example of the coordination between the Ceiling Division and the Electrical Division of Levitz Electric, Inc.

LEVITZ ELECTRIC INC.

COMMERCIAL — INDUSTRIAL — RESIDENTIAL

7835 N.W. 53RD ST.
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33166

PHONE
305-592-2217
Miami Elevator Company

Florida's foremost installer of: • Hydraulic and Traction Elevators • Dumbwaiters • Industrial & Special Lifts • Residential Elevators • Elevator modernizations • Computerized Elevator Building Analysis and Architectural Consulting available upon request. Please check the telephone yellow pages for your local representative or call (305) 592-7722

OFFICES THROUGHOUT FLORIDA

Grove Isle Building one and two, Coconut Grove, Stuart Cohen, Architect

2 Computomatic Group Elevators in Lobby of Grove Isle one.
Manufacture what we sell
Install what we sell
Service what we sell

WE:

FORCED ENTRY APPROVED
STRENGTH AND QUALITY ASSURED

ENGINEERED
To surpass the requirements for high-rise and residential installations in the hurricane belt

HIGH-RISE • RESIDENTIAL • EXPORT
Over thirty years of experience

SECURITY
WINDOWS & DOORS
MIAMI, FLORIDA

5100 N.W. 72nd AVE., MIAMI, FLORIDA 33166 • (305) 591-8990
DADE • BROWARD • PALM BEACH
THE UNIQUE BEAUTY OF

ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK

For its tradition of fine craftsmanship this firm was selected to do all the architectural woodwork at Bal Harbour 101 in the lobby, elevators and dining facilities. At the Grove Isle Club, we were commissioned the hotel-room furniture, and the woodwork in the cocktail lounges and dining room. We are also responsible for the woodwork in the lobby and card rooms in Building #2 at the Grove Isle Condominium.

Perma-Craft, Inc.

6464 N.E. 4TH COURT, MIAMI, FLORIDA 33138
(305) 751-8628
Put our Watt-Wise package in your new home. It'll save you more than it costs.

A new Watt-Wise Living™ home can save you money on electricity. Because it's built according to FPL's energy saving-standards. Sure, a Watt-Wise home costs a little more in the beginning. But you'll get a payoff in extra savings on your electric bills for years to come from the very first month.

FPL's money-saving Watt-Wise homes have features like extra ceiling and wall insulation, solar and heat-recovery units for water heating, a higher-efficiency air conditioner or heat pump, power savers like fluorescent lighting and a microwave oven, and thermally efficient windows and doors, (with glass areas planned to minimize heat build-up).

So before you buy or construct a new home, ask your builder about FPL's Watt-Wise Living Program. Or, stop by your local FPL office and pick up a free information brochure.

The Watt-Wise Living home. It costs a little more now, but in the long run it costs a whole lot less.

Watt-Wise Living. It saves you more than it costs. Ask your builder about it.
Westinghouse construction systems.
2,000 products that bring a building to life.

Westinghouse designs, engineers, and builds products and systems that turn a structural shell into a building alive with energy, movement, light, environmental comfort and more productive people.

We put our world-renowned technology resources to work developing the most advanced, reliable building systems available anywhere. Indoor and outdoor lighting. Heating and air-conditioning equipment. Open office furniture systems. Elevators, escalators, electric walks, horizontal shuttle systems. And products to generate, distribute, control, and use energy.

And because we understand the importance of controlling energy costs, we never stop working to make our products even more energy efficient.

Our construction people are trained to help you save time and money. They know building economics and can give you the information you need to make the right purchase decision. Plus technical application assistance, maintenance, and service.

For more information on how we can help you bring your structure to life faster and more economically, contact Herc Paxinos, Construction Business Development Manager, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Westinghouse Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222, U.S.A.
Grove Isle
further enhanced
its elegance
and value
with quality
Amana
kitchen appliances.
Its beauty is for today and all the tomorrows.

Gory Concrete Roof Tiles are available in a wide variety of shapes, sizes, colors and finishes. They are fireproof, wind resistant, insect proof, natural insulation and enhance the aesthetic appearance of any project.

For color samples, descriptive literature and specification sheets, write Gory Roof Tiles, 1773 Northeast 205th Street, North Miami, Florida 33179 or call us at (305) 651-7611. In Florida 800-432-1021.
The gardens at the side of the building are a pleasing foil to the curved balconies, equipped with retractable plastic enclosures.

Bal Harbour 101

Morris Lapidus, Architect

Cal Kovens Construction Corporation, General Contractor
Bleemer, Levine and Associates, Interior Architecture
Desimone Chaplin, Structural Engineer
Sassett Engineers, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
Charles Allen, Landscape Architect
Yuichi Idaka, Photography

Bal Harbour 101, a quiet statement of international affluence, has taken its place in one of the choicest locations on the Gold Coast of Florida, fashionable Bal Harbour. Rumors of its becoming were heard on the beaches in Cannes, in London, and in Geneva, months before its completion. Builder-developer Cal Kovens commissioned international architect Morris Lapidus and the interior architectural design firm of Bleemer, Levine, and Associates to create a luxurious deluxe apartment in keeping with the (continued)
The graceful balconies and lace-like railings of the façade add a distinctive touch to this exclusive apartment house.
The pristine elegance of the contemporary baroque lobby is softened with flowers and plants.

life style of condominium owners who have homes throughout the world. Cal Kovens has had experience going back for over 30 years in developing and building deluxe rental and condominium apartments. Bal Harbour's newest and most exclusive high-rise condominium, on the ocean, is comprised of 172 residences. The structure provides a sweeping view of the ocean on the east facade. Set back from the public thoroughfare, the west facade is dramatized with lush foliage and a waterfall-fountain. Designed as a series of tiered granite basins, the water cascades

Subtropical foliage and graceful fountains form the attractive base for the apartment house.
from one into the other. The working team, by the lavish use of space and their intuitive perceptions of the international character, have created special sophisticated amenities which are expected by the affluent of the world community. As the car drives under the building canopy to the entrance, the passenger alights on a polished granite pavement that is carried throughout the public spaces. A sense of strength and security is reinforced by the additional use of granite for the walls. The slick, polished feel of the various shades of grey granite on the floor is softened by the custom-designed carpets that delineate the lounge seating area in the lobby. An antique lacquered and mirrored table in the center of the lobby supports a towering fresh-flower arrangement. The soft curves of the walls and the ceiling contribute to the feeling of opulence. The walls of granite are designed to express the thickness of the material, and the designed pattern repeats the curves outlined in the floor and on the custom circular rugs. The ceiling (continued)
The soft seating areas of the lobby, designed with richly colored rugs and chairs, are a strong contrast to the hard granite walls and floors.

The curved wood ceilings emphasize the circular shape of the wool carpeting and easy chairs.
Bal Harbour 101

The contemporary baroque corridor to the club features teak moldings, repeating archways, and glass ceilings designed in appealing geometrical patterns. The design reflects the same pattern, and teak planks are used with special lighting to achieve the quiet, understated elegance that is everywhere. Morris Lapidus, at the beginning of his career over 50 years ago, developed a style termed post-modernism. It has three basic characteristics. The transformation of angles to curves was a revolutionary innovation in managing the movement of people. Other basics were the lavish use of color and lighting. Now, his long experience is coordinated with Bleemer and Levine’s creative use of fabric and lighting, and the result is a soft symphony of elegance which is pervasive throughout the public areas. The corridors to the elevators and club rooms lead through small seating areas providing semi-privacy even in the public spaces.

(continued)
Sleekness of forms, simplicity of design, and the rich colors of wood paneling and navy blue upholstery combine to give the bar its intimate atmosphere.

Bal Harbour 101

The corridor itself, finished in suede and teak moldings, serves as a picture gallery. The appearance of a tunnel is achieved by the use of successive arched openings detailed in teak, a subtle baroque use of space and perspective. The galleria-corridor, which converges to a raised foyer paneled with suede and floored with teak parquet and stainless steel, is the anteroom for the large spaces which serve the activity of the public areas. The structural columns of the dining room are planked with teak and accentuated by the special lighting system above them, becoming a point of interest and contrasting with the gleaming metal of the furniture and the chrome-and-suede railing of the bar. The back bar has an etched mirror pattern of contemporary mermaids and moving sea, which repeats the theme of movement. The design team has continued the elegant contemporary baroque feeling on the residential floors. From the moment the passenger leaves the suede-covered, channeled-back paneling in the elevator and enters the foyer, he is surrounded by beautiful material and integrated design. The cabana club, health spas, and party room give the viewer experiences of a total design concept. The talents of many people have been perfectly blended to create a work of art.
On The Ocean

Designs Unlimited, Inc. was commissioned to create an apartment residence in Bal Harbour 101 which would provide an excellent setting for a varied range of experiences, from relaxation in a comfortable home environment, to the excitement of entertaining surrounded by a visually stimulating decor. This was successfully accomplished through the use of subtle color schemes, dramatic designed furniture, and architectural treatment. The intimate living area features custom-designed sofas bordered with units of burl wood and stainless steel, which serve as planter units and provide table illumination. The dining area features a custom-designed carpet bordered by terra cotta Italian tile. The sculptured wallpaper design adds to the feeling of strength achieved by the designer's use of color. This skillful blend of earth tones with soft touches of melon and ebony creates the feeling of warmth and intimacy that prevails throughout this three-bedroom residence.

(continued)
The teak ceilings combined with the soft contours of the Italian leather furniture give a feeling of honest materials used in a natural way.

Penthouse Apartment.
Bleemer, Levine & Associates, Interior Design

Commissioned to design an ocean-front penthouse, Bleemer and Levine's first consideration was to capture the spectacular view which extends for miles along ocean and beach. The client is a bachelor father who also entertains business associates frequently. In this living room, ample seating area is provided for conversation or conference with the view forming an entire wall. A raised area below the glass wall provides a small, intimate lookout which lifts the eye level above the outside railing so that one enters wholly into the breathtaking sweep of surf, sea, and sky. The columns projecting into the room are enclosed in teak, emphasizing the structural system and giving the apartment a feeling of solidity and permanence which is the mark of this international design firm. The whole approach to the woodwork is structural rather than applied decoration. The remainder of the walls are padded suede, softening the stone floors. A game table and a bar add to the amenities. Natural materials are used
The pyramidal lighting fixture echoes the shape of the ceiling. Extra dimension is added by the mirrored wall and cabinetry.

throughout the apartment. The dining area is a perfect square. A square table was designed to comfortably seat eight people in an intimate manner. On one side of the room, a buffet was built-in with a series of mirrored doors with wood frames, providing storage for dishes, trays, and personal objects requiring a special type of storage. The buffet surface is of granite because it is the hardest stone and does not stain as marble would in case of spillage of food and drink. Above the buffet, a mirror reflects the whole length of the living-dining area, again capturing the view for those diners facing the wall. A custom-designed carpet under the wood-and-bronze table adds to the warmth and tempers the acoustics heightened by the marble floor. The mirrored ceiling built in pyramid shape was designed to add sparkle and pick up the refracted light from the chandelier. The idea was to create an illusion of great height. The designers' purpose was to re-create the intricate great ceilings found in palaces and outstanding homes throughout the world. The color scheme is a classic neutral background to complement the client's art collection.
Displaying an excellent balance of space and volume, this room is transformed into a living theater when the chenille verticals are opened.

Posh Pied-à-terre

Peg E. Gorson, A.S.I.D., Interior Design

The apartments at Bal Harbour 101 have been designed by several leading designers, one of whom is Peg E. Gorson, A.S.I.D. Her designs are characterized by a sense of buoyancy through astute handling of wall coverings, light colors, and carpet design, always controlled by a keen sense of space-and-volume relationships. She began her career as an artist and was led into specializing in fabric design. Her thorough knowledge of the crafts equip her with a flexibility which avoids the stereotype and repetitious. In addition, her concepts are formed only after listening carefully to her clients and, with probing questions, a sensitive profile of their tastes, habits, and activities is structured. As a result, her initial concept is highly perceptive and the momentum of a rewarding relationship is quickly established. The owners of this open contemporary living room wanted to be able to lock the door with a minimum of fuss and travel, to open the door on their return and settle in for however long they might wish. The custom-designed furniture is arranged to facilitate the flow of movement. An area of ceiling lighting over the game table adds
The arrangement of furniture groupings is well defined, without the confinement of walls, by the winding pattern of the custom carpet.
The creative use of wall covering, lighting, and floor design dramatizes this foyer and vaulted ceiling.

Bal Harbour 101

Architectural Illusion

Peg E. Gorson, A.S.I.D., Interior Design

An excellent example of the buoyancy of Peg Gorson's work is this apartment foyer. A balance is achieved by scale and what is really architectural illusion. The corridor-like shape of the room is altered by a traditional ceiling being modified with custom additions featuring accents of beams, sharp angles, and special lighting. The rich Oriental colors on one wall are balanced by the bright colors of a contemporary primitive on the opposite wall. The abstract of winged forms soaring to the top of the frame on the far wall combining with the vaulted ceiling would make the room seem weightless if not balanced by the massive urn and the strong green foliage. A dining room console designed for her clients in another environment years before was refinished in burgundy lacquer for the foyer. The burgundy, a foil for the red-haired lady of the house, appears in frequent accents. In the living room, the diagonal beams, reminiscent of a country estate, contain hi-hat lighting for the sofa seating area. Mirror inserts lend an atrium-like illusion to the center of the room. The play of squares and diagonals is repeated in the cocktail table, custom-woven wool rug, and furniture arrangement. The folding screen masks sliding panels used to close off the den for extra guest accommodations. Light and neutral colors provide background for art and antiques.
The Florida hammock is a subtropical hardwood forest abounding in shrubs and herbaceous plants as well as high-growing species such as orchids and air plants. Found in the Everglades as hilllocks rising from a few inches to one and one-half feet above water level, these emerge as the sawgrass dies and collects in mounds over the water. As soil begins to accumulate in bare, thin layers throughout the centuries, the first seeds, usually of scrub palmetto and pine, begin to grow. These are followed by hardwoods, which will eventually
Thick hand-split cedar shakes and cypress paneling lend a rustic appearance to the entry of this South Miami residence.

Shade out the pineland and palmettoes. In areas such as South Miami, where the natural vegetation has not been entirely cleared, many trees native to the hammock are still to be found as is the case with this quite beautiful and extensive lot. It was the intent of the owners to preserve as many of these trees as was possible while at the same time providing a large open area with an attractive sunlit view, and a place where their children could play. To accomplish this, many old and unhealthy trees had to be uprooted. Landscape Architect Bruce Howard and his team gave their full cooperation in this project of restoration and enhancement of the existing hammock. Many tree specimens, as a lychee with a height and spread of 35 feet, half a dozen pandanus, a 50 year-old paradise tree, and a satin leaf were found growing there. Others, such as the oak and mahogany, which are also hammock trees, were imported and added to the

(continued)
Brass rail, oak planks, old bricks and other decorative touches give it a turn-of-the-century look. The cathedral ceilings add interest.

Suburban Estate

existing material. In the same vein of special care and restoration, the owners wanted a home that would look as if it had been in existence a long time. Architect Edward Maxwell was commissioned to create the design. “It has to be one of the most fantastic and exciting sites in all of South Dade!” exclaimed the client at their first encounter. Five acres of choice property located in Miami’s most fashionable suburban area was indeed a rare find. A prominent elevation at the rear of the property provided a dominant setting for this ten thousand square-foot home commanding some four hundred feet of yard. The living, game, and breakfast rooms as well as the master suite overlook a richly landscaped 10,000 square-foot patio and pool area. The terraced patio, an extremely large screened area, features a lagoon-like swimming pool with cascading falls. Underneath these lies a man-made cave constructed with natural rock and complete with seating areas. For the house proper the owners requested a heavy timbered structure with a high-pitched cathedral ceiling, but insisted, however, that these living areas maintain a considerable amount of (continued)
An eighteen-foot ridge rises above a pit built-in seating.
Old-fashioned tub and marble floors, stained glass, rough-sawn wall paneling, and several antique items lend a classic yet quaint look.
The conversation pit in the master bedroom looks out into the hot tub, while the mirrored ceiling adds dimension and interest.
A rough-sawn frame hovers over dining area to give scale.

The kitchen area looks out toward the front yard through a leaded panel.
The atmosphere of a tropical lagoon is achieved in this pool and patio area through the skillful use of lush plantings and natural rock.

natural light, avoiding the typically dark interior normally generated by such volume and extended overhangs. The solution chosen was an elongated clerestory “brow” across both sides of the living area as well as a prolific use of gables and glazing in addition to sliding windows and doors. The result captured an overall natural illumination coupled with a much desired through ventilation. Another significant requirement of the clients’ was a racquetball court, which could hardly be incorporated into the main structure. A site alongside the residence was therefore chosen, and every attempt was made to make the two structures architecturally compatible despite the awkward proportions of this sport facility. In charge of the interior spaces was Designer Jeffrey Howard, whose task was to give the home the appearance of a restoration. The result was an eclectic and skillful combination of old materials with new construction methods. Because the client wanted the home to be put together piece by piece, as in the clients’ personal selection of leaded panels, the designer used an architectural approach for the interiors. Instead of selecting the various items for the home, he made suggestions in terms of function and style for each architectural space, allowing the clients to make the choices personally. Many antique and classic items were thus incorporated into the design. It is encouraging to find such interest in preserving what good the past has to offer. Instead of indiscriminate land development and modern innovations, we find a taste for durable, classic materials and design, in conjunction with a reverence for nature.
The foyer was covered in marble flooring and a silk Qum carpet. It shares welcoming atmosphere with an original Miro and oriental table.

The Cannes Connection

Richard Plumer Interior Design
Margaret Webb DeHass, ASID, Designer
Daniel Eifert, Photography

A small drama took place in a prestigious design showroom, featuring in its cast veteran designer Margaret DeHass. The time was the fall season of 1979. As she walked through the studio of Richard Plumer Interior Design, a path familiar to her for nearly one-third of a century, she approached a group of British visitors engaged in conversation. Among them was Geoffrey J. Willis, a distinguished gentleman who towered somewhat over his three friends. Noticing her white sweater with its Cannes blazer patch, he asked if she were familiar with that area, at which query world-traveler Margaret effervesced with her love of the French Riviera, discovering he maintains a home there. Geoffrey also happened to have just purchased a condominium at the new
Comfortable with traditional furnishings, Geoffrey Willis and Margaret DeHass combined fine reproductions with a dash of good contemporary.

Auctions and antiques, always a love of Mr. Willis, resulted in this lovely collection of miniature snuff bottles.

Key Colony on Key Biscayne, a location he'd been visiting for a number of years. From this chance meeting the client-designer relationship began. One year later, both the building and apartment are completed, and now Geoffrey enjoys his ground-floor location, where he can leave from his patio near the beach and experience the pleasures of sunny Florida. He frequently jets over to a (continued)
three-story beach home in Nassau. His choice of three of the most beautiful beach locations in the world most probably evolved from a lifetime of waterfront living in England, where the family home was at Henley-on-Thames on the river’s bank. It is a historically significant home designed in 1906 by a prominent architect of the time for the Chairman of Kodak of England. Geoffrey reluctantly parted with The White House when he himself retired as Chairman of the Board of United Carriers, a public company comparable to the States’ United Parcel Service. His taste in furnishings permeates each of his homes, so that visitors seeing more than one immediately are impressed with a resemblance of one to the other. For the all-new furnishings at Key Colony, tasteful, traditional designs predominate, spiced with an oriental flavoring. With Mrs. DeHass along, he purchased a large Persian carpet, a signed family piece depicting a hunting scene. It rests on marble flooring, as does the silk Qum antique carpet in the foyer purchased at auction. Willis likes attending certain auctions. Often he purchases items to take to France, and in
A spacious wrap-around, wooden floored terrace is another attractive feature of this apartment. It is used for entertaining and gardening turn brings small items back. A glass-enclosed collection of tiny snuff bottles is typical of things which add charm to the Key Colony living area. As she does so well, Margaret DeHass immediately captured the personality of the soft-spoken gentleman. The same words would describe the new American home in which he lives. Well-coordinated, warm, soft colors blend so well that there is hardly a departure anywhere. Music is cleverly concealed into a rich red Chippendale secretary. Speakers are unobtrusively located. Television is tucked away into a smaller cabinet. The master bedroom says immediately that it serves a distinguished and discriminating gentleman, with its executive desk, a finely-grained wall unit for books, an apricot suede lounge chair and ottoman, and king-size bed. A ready guest room is bright and cheerful, welcoming international visitors plus sixteen-year-old Master Dominic Willis, who spends school time in military training in England as did his father before him. The drama is far from over since designer and client have a fine continuing friendship, and there are always more treasures to discover.
Mirrors and glass in this Florida Keys residence, featured in this edition, were furnished and installed by

MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS

MIRRORS • SLIDING GLASS DOORS AND WINDOWS • SOJI DOORS
MANUFACTURERS OF ROLLAWAY HURRICANE SHUTTERS

W.C. BASS & SONS INC

24420 So. Federal Highway, Princeton, Florida 33032

FERGIS NURSERY
Miami, Florida

Begonias, Ferns, Assorted
Large Hanging Baskets & Potted Plants.

By appointment only
305-233-2133
The view is priceless.
Contractors Specializing in Aluminum and Steel Railings and Specialty Fabrications

Grove Isle tower two in Coconut Grove, Florida
Suburban Estate in South Miami, Florida Hofstetter, Maxwell and Associates, Architect
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LARGEST BRICK SUPPLIERS IN SOUTH FLORIDA
Delve into the world of Fine Decorators. Our staff of professional, caring designers guides you through a vast selection of furnishings and accessories from every corner of the globe.

Fine Decorators' 30,000-square-foot showroom includes an exclusive top-floor showcase for the most discriminating custom interiors.

Dramatic, alluring or soft and subtle. Whatever your personal tastes and personality, we work with you to create the perfect interior. We are full service, right down to custom furniture manufacturers and installation technicians.

Searching for the utmost in capability and care? We invite you to look into Fine Decorators Inc.

Some of our exclusive model apartments can be seen at: Turnberry Isle Yacht and Racquet Club, Towers of Quayside - Miami, Summit - Hollywood, Bal Harbor - 101 Collins Avenue, Cricket Club, Tower House, Seacoast Towers, Quadomain Catania, Sunrise Lakes, Towers of Environ - Inverrary, Meadowridge - Crystal lake, Circle Condominium -Lauderhill, Glens at Boca Del Mar, Parker Dorado, Mark Kovans (Teeca Woods at Boca Teeca), Summertree - California Club, and Olympus.

1051 N.W. Third St./Hallandale, Florida
Showroom Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday
Appointments may be arranged by calling 944-8400 (Dade) or 456-6000 (Broward).
Jennings homes share only one quality . . .

QUALITY. The Corley residence exemplifies quality custom building at its very best. Jennings, the master builder in South Florida, is creating a gallery of custom homes in several choice Dade County locations. The attention to detail and luxury are standard in a Jennings home. You'll get architect/designer coordinated interiors, ample counter and closet space, roomy walk-in closets, huge patios and a prime location with close proximity to all that is necessary for gracious Florida living.

Call or write now for an appointment.

JENNINGS CONSTRUCTION CORP.

17370 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
GENERAL CONTRACTOR-DEVELOPER
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33157
SPECIALIZING IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION

TELEPHONE 238-8231
Track lighting washing stone wall interior, fountain area, Grove Isle lobby.


President: Jason Weinreb
Treasurer: Sydney Berenson

FLORIDA ELECTRIC LIGHT & SUPPLY, INC.
15330 West Dixie Highway, Miami, Florida 33162 • (305) 944-8906
65 Years of Family Tradition
We manufactured and installed shutters in the entire Bal Harbour 101 Building

All Aluminum Folding Shutters    Hurricane Panels    Inside Crank Bahamas

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL INSTALLATIONS

38 years of experience and know-how

BURGLAR PROTECTION
FREE ESTIMATES

ROBINSON SHUTTER CO.
8400 N.W. 95 ST., MIAMI, FLORIDA
PHONE 887-4397
DIRECT IMPORTERS

of

Antiques • Bronzes • Wood Carvings • Statuary
Cloisonnes • Porcelains • Furniture and Accessories

Export Arrangements

Shown at major showrooms in Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles.

MEMBER International Society of Appraisers

note our new address

Asian Galleries

2565 N. Miami Ave.
Miami, Florida 33137
305 — 576-7350
Dashi Plaza
The architectural-interior design firm of Bleemer, Levine & Associates is well known in Florida, throughout our nation and recognized internationally for their outstanding design ability.

Robert Bleemer and Richard Levine started the firm fifteen years ago in Miami and grew rapidly because of their many innovative and financially successful architectural and design projects. They have also designed many outstanding residential projects which have been published in numerous national publications.

Among their exciting work in South Florida is the award winning Washington Federal Bank Building in Hollywood, an architectural sculpture using glass and concrete to articulate the forms of the building. Their design for the Boca Lago Golf and Racquet Club, which is one of the most successful condominium projects in Boca Raton, used wood and stone to create a casual club atmosphere that is reminiscent of early Florida wood construction. The innovative design is a series of small structures connected together to create a romantic, tropical feeling.

The firm recently completed the dramatic, contemporary, baroque architectural interior at the Bal Harbour 101 condominium which integrates granite, brass and teak wood. The firm's versatility is very apparent when one views the award winning Metromedia Television Building in Minneapolis, which is a steel and concrete structure floating above a stone base that hides the parking area.

Upon completion of their television center in Minneapolis, Metromedia, a large public company commissioned Bleemer, Levine to design their new corporate headquarters which are on the top three floors of a high-rise building in New York City. The firm did the total office planning and then designed and decorated the 60,000 sq. ft. of space.
The recently completed 100,000 sq. ft. Hunter's Run Country Club and Hotel with 3500 condominiums is one of the most exciting recent jobs undertaken by Beemer, Levine. The complex included three restaurants, total health spa facilities, golf pro shop and all the auxiliary provisions for a fine golf course are included in this building. The firm's lists of credits in South Florida include some of the most prestigious condominiums and rental buildings including the public spaces at the Towers of Key Biscayne, Plaza Venetia in Miami, 5660 Collins Avenue in Miami Beach and La Fontana in Boca Raton.

The office building for the Genesis Company is an extremely innovative project, which uses Twin T's in a vertical manner to create an unusually interesting and exciting building and hides the automobiles beneath the building. The private hotel in Houston is a concrete design "in the round" used to its maximum to create the shape for an oil group that wished to have a luxury hotel that would be ultra-sophisticated and extremely luxurious. Some of the firm's international work include the residence for the Minister of Culture in Kuching, Malaysia, as well as doing plans for worker accommodations in Kuching. The firm has completed the Royal Haitian Hotel and gambling casino in Port Au Prince, Haiti, as well as the interior design spaces for the

Tiki Maya Hotel in Honduras. They designed the Abacoca Hotel in Colombia, S.A., and are now designing an addition.

They have done numerous private residential apartments and homes which have been in national publications as well as our own local media. Outstanding among them was the "English" Penthouse design at the Jockey Club as well as the two story apartment at the Palm Bay Tower that is considered an outstanding example of contemporary interior design. At the present time, the firm is doing numerous clubhouses for the Arvida Corporation as well as a large country club for Alcoa Aluminum in Jupiter, Florida. They are doing the architecture and the interior design of a new high-rise oceanfront condominium on Miami Beach as well as the interior design for the Villa Regina which is one of the most luxurious buildings on Brickell Avenue. This outstanding design firm is multi-faceted and have worked in every media in their field. The partners are looking forward to the next fifteen years for even more exciting and architecturally challenging projects.

Robert R. Bleemer, Richard Levine and Rodney Harrison are not only designers and architects, but they are involved in the community in a very creative way. They created the American Foundation For The Arts and opened a new museum three years ago which is known for having the first "Patterning and Decoration" exhibition in the world. This movement has now become one of the most outstanding art movements of the 70's. They brought numerous artists including the conceptual sculptor Cristo to Miami and had the world premiere of his Running Fence Film.

They have lent their multi-talents to art organizations that needed architectural plans and designing. Bleemer, Levine & Associates are truly versatile and a part of all that is outstanding in Florida architecture.

Robert R. Bleemer, A.I.D., I.B.D., attended Washington University and earned his Bachelor of Architecture degree at the University of Florida — minor in Landscape Architecture and Interior Design.

Richard Levine, A.I.A., is a graduate of the University of Florida where he earned his Bachelor of Architecture degree.

Rodney Harrison, ASID, is a graduate of the University of Florida where he earned his Bachelor of Design degree.
The Super Spa is a practical alternative to a swimming pool — it's far less expensive, it's more energy efficient, and it offers the exhilarating effects of whirlpool bathing. The Super Spa can be installed indoors or out . . . wherever there is a desire for pleasure, comfort and relaxation.

The Plumbing Shop
Supplies . . . Bath Boutique . . . Wholesale . . . Export
Representing
KOLHER • ARTISTIC BRASS • PAUL ASSOCIATES • ALLIBRETT • SHERLE WAGNER

935 41st Street, Miami Beach, Florida 33140  Phone (305) 532-4407
Specializing in Interior Landscaping and Plant Maintenance

PLANTS FURNISHED ON CONTRACT FOR

CONDOMINIUMS – APARTMENTS
OFFICES – HOMES

Interscape
7501 N. Airport Rd., Naples, FL 33942
Phone: (813) 597-4962
Owners: Jim & Carol Pugh

A fireplace becomes an attractive planter during the summer through creative interior landscaping.

Model at Tierra Mar in Pelican Bay showing SYKES Herringbone prefinished wood flooring and LEES Designers Touch carpeting

The oldest carpet store in South Florida, Hessler has been synonymous with prestige floor coverings for more than a quarter of a century. Featuring the beautiful Lees carpets that you have admired in national advertising, the store caters to both residential and commercial customers. In addition to carpeting, Hessler sells quality draperies, vinyl and even hardwood floors! And you can select your floor covering either in your home or at one of the five Hessler showrooms.

Sykes

• Hardwood Floor
• Custom Draperies
• Complete Decorating Service

LEES carpets
PRESTIGE FLOOR COVERINGS

1788 Fowler Street
Fort Myers 334-1537
8820 S. Tamiami Trail
Fort Myers 936-6900
6000 N. Tamiami Trail
Naples 597-2195
261 W. Marion Street
Punta Gorda 639-2610
Marco Island Shopping Plaza
Marco Island 394-4189
Monaco Beach Club, Naples, Florida Christ A. Fergis, Architect

GUST K. NEWBERG CONSTRUCTION CO.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
2040 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 60614
PHONE 312-489-1400

Paschen Contractors, Inc.
2739 N. ELSTON AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60647
312-278-4700

BUILDERS FOR: MONACO BEACH CLUB, 4250 GULF SHORE BLVD., NAPLES, FLORIDA 33940
Your custom designed European Kitchen by

Princess Cabinets

Your custom Princess-designed kitchen represents over 20 years of expert service and satisfaction. We not only offer quality craftsmanship, but we guarantee it. Ask our clients:

DADE
944-1434
550 Ansin Blvd, Hallandale, Fla.

BROWARD
458-1700
The Heron is indeed a place for those who consider privacy, security, and luxury a priority. Located in one of Florida's most private and natural settings, Pelican Bay, The Heron's 22 stories will accommodate only 40 residences, including two penthouses. So there will only be 2 residences per floor.

To remain consistent with the rest of Pelican Bay, architect Karen Noel, A.I.A., has based her design of The Heron on simple, understated elegance. Her sensitivity is especially evident in the family living and entertaining areas of these homes.

Inside, the emphasis is on unobstructed views of the breath-taking Pelican Bay and Naples panorama. Carefully planned combinations of balconies and full height bay windows will provide you with spectacular daytime views of the Gulf of Mexico, the Pelican Bay community, and Naples. And at night, from these same windows and balconies, you'll be able to see the lights of Naples.

Your home at The Heron will provide you with two bedrooms, an eat-in kitchen that opens onto a deck, dining room with deck, optional third bedroom or den, and more. When designing The Heron's floor plans, Karen Noel also gave careful consideration to your day-to-day activities.

A full range of amenities is available to every Heron resident. In addition to the three miles of secluded beach and nature trails presently available in the Pelican Bay community, you will have use of our private swimming pool, tennis court, club room, spa, and secured below-deck parking. Residents are eligible to apply for membership in the CLUB with its championship golf course. Guest suites are also provided for the residents' convenience.

To know more about The Heron, visit us at Pelican Bay in person, write, or call us at (813) 597-1127.
Innovators are those who pursue the new, the creative, the exciting... that is why we call our Carlson * Harris team "The Design-Build Innovators". In addition to our established "Olde Naples Construction Service", Carlson * Harris now provides architectural design services. This Design-Build capability allows Carlson * Harris to create unique and personalized living areas for the home buyer and to construct the project more quickly and with more controls than were available in the past. This resultant savings in time, construction costs and construction interest charges will help the home buyer to reduce the overall cost and at the same time create a personalized home.

**CARLSON * HARRIS**

*Design-Build Innovators*

NAPLES, FLORIDA 813-262-0010
"CREATIVE LIGHTING INSIDE AND OUT"

Complete electrical installation, exterior and interior lighting, accent lighting, spa and pool hookups, street lighting, intercom and security systems and energy-efficient ceiling fans.

COMMUNITY ELECTRIC OF COLLIER, INC.

1045-5TH AVENUE, N. • NAPLES, FLORIDA 33940

(813) 262-3438
The mixture of wicker and antique pieces is eclectic and interesting.

To demonstrate the versatility of our designers these interiors in the home of Mrs. Linton Failis reflect another choice. Our pleasure lies in the interpretation of backgrounds to suit the personality of the owner from subtle to vibrant. And comfort, too, is all important.

An entrancing bedroom
a fantasy in bold colors, comfortable though elegant.

INTERIOR FURNISHINGS
GIFTS
ANTIQUES

R.H. Robinson Inc.
1290 Third Street, South  Naples, Florida 33940  (813) 262-7151
Innovative ideas... produce spectacular interiors.

Fine interior design requires more than just elegant furnishings and tasteful objets d’art. It also requires a blend of innovative ideas and sound design decisions. At Richard F. Geary Interiors we work with your architect or builder to enhance the design potential of your residence or office, down to the last detail. We offer you the finest in unique design and furnishings.

RICHARD F. GEARY
INTERIORS, INC.
1300 Third Street South • Naples, Florida 33940 • 813/262-7006
ENTERPRISES, LTD.
"DEVELOPERS OF TIERRA MAR"
Introduce 1981 Projects in Pelican Bay

The Bay Club, Inc. A private tennis club and adjoining graciously informal Bay Villas.

GEORGE RUBINTON
557 Tierra Mar Lane West
Naples, FL 33940  (813) 597-8777

Elegant Mediterranean Garden Villas, clustered around intimate courtyards overlooking the Pelican Bay golf course.

Gilvesy Investment Corp.
Suite A-202, 4089 N. Tamiami Trail
Naples, FL 33940  (813) 263-2000
The Mirabelle Restaurant—Naples, Florida • Fountain Coping by D.C. Kerchoff Company

Precast Concrete Specialty Products
Pool Coping Floor tile
Baluster Keystone Pavers
Equipped to manufacture custom designs
to customers’ specifications

The terrace of the Mirabelle. Precast Concrete
Balustrade by D.C. Kerchoff Company, Naples.

D.C. KERCHOFF COMPANY
1901 ELSA AVENUE, NAPLES, FLORIDA 33942
813/597-7218 or 813/597-2540
Prestigious Pelican Bay is the site of Grosvenor, Southwest Florida’s most luxurious condominium. From Power Corporation, Developer/Builder of Dorchester, The Laurentians, Prince, Princess Del Mar and Duchess, these meticulously designed two bedroom, two and one half bath and three bedroom, three bath residences offer an unparalleled gracious lifestyle. Each has all the amenities you would expect...plus those you’ve always wanted.

Grosvenor is unique with a 19 story atrium like no other...controlled climate, breathtaking beauty providing desirable open space and privacy.

Four of the eight penthouses are 2 level townhouse apartments with living areas up to 5,120 square feet. Plus balconies of 1,000 square feet.

Energy saving features that assure residents the most efficient and economical cooling and heating.

Two story parking garage under the building.

Complete recreational facilities are an integral part of Grosvenor. Heated pool, saunas, whirlpool, spa, exercise room, billiard and card rooms.

Overlooking the plush fairways and greens of the highly praised golf course, Grosvenor is surrounded as nature meant it to be with natural foliage.

In the immediate vicinity you will have private access via a boardwalk to a quiet, serene beach on the Gulf of Mexico, the planned rambling park and tennis courts.

As a resident you are eligible to apply for membership in THE CLUB AT PELICAN BAY.

Where other condominiums end...this is where Grosvenor begins...as once again Power Corporation sets standards of excellence for others to follow.

Continuing our Standard of Excellence.

Grosvenor

At Pelican Bay.
Reservation Deposits Now Being Accepted.
ON SITE INFORMATION CENTER.
6001 Pelican Bay Boulevard. Phone 597-5431.
Power Corporation, Naples, Florida.
The Lausanne Towers represents my ultimate theories of design. The challenge was to design not just an apartment house but an apartment house which lives and breathes the south Florida atmosphere. Our design was predicated on the shape of the property along the Naples coast. In order to secure the proper number of apartments without creating a veritable wall blocking the gulf from the landward side we conceived this project as two Towers. We went further and designed these two Towers in a cruciform shape with a large circular atrium in the center. Our atrium design gave us the possibility of using glassed in elevators rising on the two sides of the atrium. The corridors are circular in form and lead to the three apartments in each of the four legs of the plan.

There are no square edges on the buildings. The exterior corners are rounded and the balconies are rounded. In the interior, the circular atrium reiterates the same theory. Very fortunately for us Mr. Carl Lambein, the owner of the project, agreed to the suggestion that the atrium be roofed over with a glass dome which insures weatherproof circular corridors leading to the four legs of each building. The landscaping designed by J. R. Lieber and R. L. Uecker, Jr., of the interior of the atrium as well as all of the landscaping on the site is both lavish and exciting and enhances the potentials of south Florida architecture and landscaping.

This was a most unusual endeavor because it was started by a former owner and taken over in an early stage and completed by the present owner. The construction of the complete project was fortunately in the hands of excellent builders in the Naples area, Boran Craig & Schreck Construction Co., Inc. The contractors met the challenge of this transition and succeeded in completing the architect’s concept in every one of its details. We are proud of the fact that we served as architects for this most innovative apartment complex which represents the very best thinking of our office and exemplifies my theory of design using soft curving lines which has been our contribution to the field of architecture.

MORRIS LAPIDUS
The term “General Contractor” would seem fairly complete to describe a construction organization. But in our industry there are different levels of service rendered by different General Contractors.

To Boran-Craig-Schreck, General Contractor means “total responsibility.” As General Contractor we are responsible for the quality of work not only of our own personnel, but all subcontractors as well. Therefore, we work closely with subcontractors in planning and expediting, continually monitoring their on-site performance.

We promise every client our best possible performance on every project. Toward this goal, we take extra steps on every building to achieve this high standard of performance.

We have only two ideals for our company: Professional contracting service and integrity in our dealings with others.

We appreciate the clients who have given us the opportunity of practicing our profession and have been so generous in their evaluation of our efforts.

3606 ENTERPRISE AVE., NAPLES, FLA. 33940 (813) 774-0870, 774-3233
Tierra Mar demanded excellence in quality and design flexibility...they chose Coppes

AN AMERICAN TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE FOR 104 YEARS

COPPES QUALITY hand selected furniture grade hardwoods; machine assembled and finished by generations of true craftsmen make Coppes unmatched in cabinet excellence — COMPARE!

COPPES DESIGN FLEXIBILITY widest selection of woods, door styles, finishes and accessories give architects, developers and homeowners their choice of traditional, european or contemporary styling excellence — COMPARE!

SEE YOUR NEAREST

COPPES

Benchmark Cabinetry Inc.
4308 N.E. Second Ave., Miami, Fl. 33137
(305) 573-8326

Cabinets Unlimited Inc.
5700 Cornez Rd., West Bradenton, Fl. 33524
(813) 792-8099

Design Kitchens of Naples Inc.
1673 D Pine Ridge Rd., Naples, Fl. 33942
(813) 597-2171

Dubin Cabinet Shop
Highway 495, Crystal River, Fl. 32629
(904) 793-2427

Kitchens & Baths Unlimited Inc.
4734 W. Okeechobee Blvd., West Palm Beach, Fl. 33409
(305) 689-8558

Kitchen Expertise
3200 No. Federal Highway, Boca Raton, Fl. 33431
(305) 481-0445

For more information on Coppes and new dealer opportunities call or write John K. Keitt Associates, 1673-D Pine Ridge Rd., Naples, Fl. 33942 (813) 597-2171 or Coppes Inc. Nappanee, Ind. 46550 (219) 773-4141.
CHATEAUMERE

CHATEAUMERE is a condominium of Garden Apartments overlooking a lake to the beautiful Pelican Bay Golf Course. Architect Walter Keller, AIA of Naples designed the Mediterranean style buildings each featuring a central atrium rising from the first floor the entire height of the building to the skylight dome. Each building offers 2 bedroom-2 bath, 2 bedroom-2½ bath and 3 bedroom-3 bath units each with a large screened terrace. Completion of the first phase of CHATEAUMERE is scheduled for January-February 1981. Downing-Frye & Associates, Realtors of Naples are the exclusive sales agents.

SALES OFFICE
6000 Pelican Bay Blvd.  813-597-2305
The epitome of luxurious and stylish Florida living.

In addition to the most elegant amenities, there will be featured the Wm. Shakespeare Library for the continuing stimulation of the Stratford residents.

Architects:
Reynolds, Smith and Hills

Consultants for Interior Architecture:
Powell/Kleinschmidt, Inc.

The Vanderbilt Company, the experienced and accomplished developers of Vanderbilt Gulfside, Vanderbilt Surf Colony, Villas of Vanderbilt Beach, the Atrium and Compass Point on Sanibel Island and the Villas of Sanibel among others, are the people behind Stratford at Pelican Bay.

Model Residence Open at:
5901 Pelican Bay Boulevard
Naples, Florida 33940
813/597-1684.
Mon.-Sat.-9 to 5 Sun.-12 to 5.

Offered exclusively by
BLUEBILL PROPERTIES, INC
LICENSED REAL ESTATE BROKER
Pelican Bay Woods. For the individual who appreciates quality living.

All the homes in Pelican Bay will have an important thing in common...craftsmanship. Because living in a finely crafted home is the central element of a quality life style.

That's why we've hand-picked and carefully screened the builders who will be constructing luxurious single-family homes in Pelican Bay Woods.

You can choose from any of our custom home builders including Carlson-Harris, Inc., Gulfside Building Corp., Frederick Fleming Construction Co., Inc., or Custom Homes of Naples, Inc. Or you can suggest your own builder subject to our Architectural Review Board approval.

The quality life style of Pelican Bay is also reflected in the recreation available. Our magnificent new 6,719 yard, par 72, championship golf course is already being played.

We invite you to stop by our Showcase Home for more detailed information about our homes, homesites, and a tour of the exhibit homes.

Our home styles include custom single-family homes, cluster villas and apartment condominiums. The Pelican Bay Showcase Home is located at 808 Whimbrel Court just inside the main entrance at Pelican Bay Boulevard and US 41 North.

Open Monday through Saturday 9-5, Sunday 12-5. Telephone (813) 597-7177

Coral Ridge-Collier Properties, Inc., a subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Casa de Sonseca, a featured estate residence of Florida Architecture, is being offered by Arvida Realty Sales, Inc. Its private old world charm and modern day opulence is a rare opportunity for the individual who can afford it.

$1,650,000.00

Arvida Realty Sales, Inc. REALTORS / 490 East Palmetto Park Rd.
Post Office Box 100 / Boca Raton, Florida 33432 / Telephone: (305) 391-9400

---

Share Florida Architecture with your friends and business associates

If desired we will mail your order for you enclosing a gift card in your name. Please allow two weeks for shipping.

44th EDITION (CURRENT) .................. $17.00
43rd EDITION ................................. $17.00
BOTH 44th AND 43rd EDITIONS ............. $33.00

Postage Prepaid to Anywhere in the Free World

MAIL CHECK WITH ORDER TO

Florida Architecture
P.O. BOX 370-564 MIAMI, FLORIDA U.S.A. 33137
AREA CODE 305-573-4242
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